Kibo Part # 2

INTRODUCTION
to the Messages with KiboDabi

Hey! I get to write an intro! Allright!!!!
Blessings to our brother, Christ., for doing this...Thanks!
All thanks and gratitude and appreciation to PAPA and CM ATON for putting up with me in
allowing me to take these messages and have these experiences. I AM humbly honored
and if i have done anything that has been helpful to anyone in their journey on the great
spiral path, then i/I am grateful for having been able to serve.
Thanks and gratitude to all involved. I love and appreciate all of you!
I AM here.
I AM here, now.
All of these messages are strivings to help people with their perception of reality at the time
and all of them were given for particular purposes that will differ with each individual.
There is much talk of ‗soon‘ and ‗very soon‘ and so on and so forth and that has been
something that we just have to deal with. It has been proven that the observation of a
thing, changes the thing observed and i sometimes think that this has been the case.
Every eye opened, every mind, every heart that has considered a new thing, a wider thing,
an other thing has stretched this event out so that they also, may be included in the best
possible outcome.
And then there is a part of me that realizes that all of this was already known and scripted
and is playing out exactly as it has to be according to the will of the Producer, Director,
Orchestrator, Scriptwriter and whatever else job there is in such a production...even to the
point of the venue, the seats and the tickets...not to mention the price of admission....
Be it movie or play
Set or stage
Holographic
It is all the same......
But I AM Here Now...at Present...past and future are made here, in this point of being and
the thing observed and the observation of it become one and the same thing.
All of these writings, those through what i am as well as those through others and by
others, are just symbols of that point. They are sharings of perception by beings that
recognize the source and purpose of that sharing and those that are willing to receive,
receive. I, as far as i‘m concerned, haven‘t done anything that a five year old with an open
mind and heart couldn‘t have done as long as they had the vocabulary and even that is
over-rated. If PAPA told a five year old to tell the people that HE said that Love was a
good thing and that people should only do stuff because of love and all the fighting and
hating and stuff was very bad and they should stop it now because God doesn‘t want to
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spank anyone...but HE will if they keep acting stupid......I‘d listen. I‘m sure that there are,
at least, hundreds of five year olds out there that have given whoever they could, that very
message, only to be smiled at and told that they were cute but not to play with God
because they couldn‘t possibly understand and to go to their rooms before they got a
spanking themselves.........parents just don‘t understand.........
The point of all this is: This is done already. More is coming from all directions and it will
be hard to keep up if you are looking all around for your answers. These messages are
nice, but nothing replaces direct communication with the Source and Center of All Things.
You can do that.
Yes, you.
You can do that because He is The Source and Center of All Things.
Please consider what that really means.....ALL THINGS
ALL THINGS means you, me, them that, this and the other. Whatever you are looking at
and whatever is looking at you, is a thing. The atoms and molecules and plants and things
organic and inorganic....fire, air, earth, water, akasha....whatever it is and wherever it is, it‘s
a thing and the source and center of that thing is the source and center of every other thing
as well.
So no matter where a thing is or what it is, it‘s source and center is ONE THING.
So two people shooting at each other have the same source and center.
Two people loving each other have the same source and center.
In fact, they are each other
As well as the pile of gold in the corner
And the pile of dog crap on top of it
We are all of it and it is us and....
GOD IS ALL ARE WE ARE ONE ARE WE ARE ALL IS GOD
I AM ALL ARE WE ARE ONE ARE WE ARE ALL AM I
Write it in a circle with one ‗I‘ or one ‗GOD‘ at the 12 o‘clock position and tell me how it
looks to you....
No? Ah well.......Yes? Ah well........
To find your source and center is to find the source and center of all things.
The source and center of any thing is the same source and center of any other thing in
question.
That source and center is the one thing that really is and everything else is just an
extension of it.
That one thing is consciousness in the most extreme way of being...to the point of saying
that there is only one consciousness. It is light manipulated in consciousness to create the
perception of all things. It is the experience of that perception in being. It is two people
looking at each other from their perception of perspective and then still from a perspective
of It‘s own...Knowing that It‘s the only thing in the room. It is the room and the room isn‘t
even there. Neither are the two people that insist on seeing each other as something other
from each other when there is an other looking at them as each other, from within each
other and upon each other and without each other, knowing that the very concept of ‗other‘
doesn‘t apply in reality except that they perceive it so It gets to perceive and experience
it....all the time knowing...........and we say we want to know, but do we really?
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Read these words if you like, learn all you can from everything and look around and search
without. When you have come to the realization that the reality you find without you can go
on without you, then please, go as far within as you have gone without...and then go
further.
The words don‘t matter. The symbols don‘t matter. We act on the world without for
whatever reasons we can perceive and use that perception to define ourselves as we see
fit. When you‘ve had enough of that and come to realize that there is only one thing and
you move in it and breathe it and your thoughts are It‘s thoughts and your perception is It‘s
perception, your feelings, It‘s feelings, your life is It‘s life, then you will start to see that you
see nothing and think nothing and feel nothing. You are a character being played by an
actor that is so into It‘s character that it is the character. It ceases to be an act and the
character believes in the character and the actor is forgotten.
Remember who and what you are.
Remember the role you play
The stage you are on
The movie you are in
God plays every role
Every prop
Every instrument
Everything
Perfectly
It is up to you
The character
To realize
Who and what you are
To remember
That you are the actor
Playing your part
Perfectly
And when you remember
The actor awakens
[there is, perhaps
A moment‘s confusion
But who is to say?]
But in that moment
The actor and the character are as one
And the decision is made
It is no longer a matter of
How the character feels about the actor
But one of
How the actor feels about the character?
Does he want to stay in character?
Is it a good character?
A worthy character?
Will it serve its purpose well?
Will it live on and continue to play its part
Upon the great stage?
Or will it walk offstage
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Never to be seen or heard from again?
The character wants to act!
Does the actor want to stay in character?
There is only one way to answer that question
There is only one way to have that conversation
Find it
Talk with it
Come to agreement
If you want to keep your character say so!
Heavens knows that there are other characters
It is all the same
But if it is not the same to you
Then there comes a time when words serve no purpose
You must act as the actor acts!
You must be the actor so that the actor may stay in character!
Hint: villains die...every time...they have to eventually...
the actor never wants to stay a villain...
no character can have their moment
in the dark
the light must shine upon him
and no villain can stand the light.....so.....there.....
so if you are a worthy character
perhaps the Great Actor will keep you, after all
and you may be each other...what joy!
And for that
All words and symbols and teachings
Are useless
You must go to the source and center of all things
Including you
And talk it out
And whatever helps you to do that
Including these words
Is all well and good
And i/I AM grateful if any of these words have helped you in any way
But
Now
Go help your self
Go do
Go be
Play your part
Be the actor
[there‘s a reason the 3rd person of Paradise Trinity is called the Conjoint Actor....]
PAPA and CM ATON Bless you Always in Consciousness
i AM I experiencing being in perception of what i am in manifest expression
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Kibo[Now I AM Here]Dabi
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Kibo and Surea Chat
By Surea and Kibo
# 25 Jun 23, 2010

Candace: Now I have a little issue, NOBODY HAS SAID the NEW WORLD is BORN.
NONE OF US!!!!! Look around you, it is most surely not born on this plane yet. The old
has not crumbled so the new can begin to birth. GAIA's growing up into her shoes does
NOT mean the new world is here. Please ponder this, I continue to state NO MAGIC
WANDS.
Enough said, sorry I am bitchy this morning, I woke up that way for unknown reasons,
except a personal encounter is distressing me. Part of which involves "sleeping" star
seeds, who are not truly sleeping, they are choosing to NOT do what is RIGHT, and why I
cannot figure out. Be happy, be merry, screw the world. Care for self pleasure only. It
seems to be a widespread problem even with those incarnate from higher realms, doing
what is RIGHT. It is easier to NOT look, because after all to LOOK means one must then
respond properly.
Someone on AHS was upset one day when the stock market went up, after messages it
would collapse.It will collapse, nobody said it would be the NEXT day and I am asking
some of you to get over some of this. I repeat there are no magic wands and I repeat that
MAN MUST see what happened, if at all possible before stasis, or returning man will
continue in his stupid, stupid ways with out desire for change, and dear brothers and
sisters, that is a frightening idea, is it not? That he will have learned NOTHING and only
seek to re create his former estate that brought destruction to this world.
OK, now to Surea and Kibo.

Surea: You had questions?
Kibo: yes, thanks for being here for this.
Surea: My pleasure. Now, what is it?
Kibo: there have been some concerns raised, and i share them, btw, that we are being told
that the new world has already been born, but obviously, we aren't or haven't experienced
it. How does this actually work? Is there any way to tell how much of a difference there is in
terms of linear time, does linear time matter? To say that, on some level, this has already
happened and still have no idea how long we have to wait to experience it is just as
frustrating as hearing 'soon' all of the time, if not more so.
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Any help that you could give in this regard is greatly appreciated and i thank you for your
time and consideration in this matter.
S: No need to get all formal on me now, dear boy. Your usual attitude will do.
K: i'm tired and i'm tired of that. Can i just talk like i talk with people? I'm not always pissed
off y'know. Sometimes i just like a good debate and more times than often, i just want to
learn...i'm tired of being stupid and tired of waiting and i'm trying to help as best i can.
Meanwhile all this other crap gets in the way and i just want to know what's going on.
That's all.
S: I understand, I assure you. But the answer to your question is not so simple to convey in
human 3rd density terms. You, yourself have seen this birth as finished and your mind has
accepted the birth scenario and so you have seen it in such a way. But the birth scenario is
not completely accurate. There is a transformation at work, like that of a butterfly coming
out of its cocoon. There has to be a struggle to achieve such change in order to develop
the proper strength that will insure survival. Where you are at now is the process of that
emerging. There is no clear cut moment where you can say that the new world has arrived.
After all what is the definition that you have for this event, for this world? Is it just the
physical manifestation of destruction that concerns you? You await with anticipation the
shudder that shall fill the world and offer you a sign to show to others. But is that the new
world? You will see land appear and disappear, the continents will change and billions will
perish, you will experience the fall of societies, crashed economies and dismantled
governments and stasis, but is that the new world? Those that stay to build the vision of
civilization that you, together decide upon, is that the new world? What exactly do you
mean by ‗new world?'
K: i think that you will find some disagreement among many as to what constitutes the new
world or the start of it. I think that for the team here, it might best be classified as the time
of stasis and afterwards. At least, that's how i would best define it.
S: So you are asking me, then, not about the new world, but stasis and all that it entails.
K: i'd like to know, as accurately as possible, how close to stasis are we and what, exactly
are the series of events that will lead up to it?
S: Candace has explained that the planet will shake as a whole and this will be the
beginning as you see although for us it has begun already in what has happened up to this
point. The gulf oil spill, the ongoing quakes and severe weather, failing economies,
exposure and fragmentation of and between your so-called leaders in politics, business
and religion. The whole structure of your world is collapsing and the question that We are
asking is how far apart will these structural lynchpins fall? Will they fall one at a time or
together at once? What is the prime event that will create the imperative for stasis to be
implemented? These, to us, are valid questions. If your economy in America falls, how will
that affect the whole? If Europe falls first? Will it take earthquakes and volcanoes all along
the Pacific Rim to make this happen or would it happen on its own? If there is a shudder
felt through the planet, would that wake people up enough to question, to act? If it
happened and then nothing happened the next day, or the next, would they go back to
sleep? Would they tell themselves that it's okay, life can go on? We have repeatedly told
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you that you have a stake in this and so, you are required to add your energy to this. Do
We have to do everything for you?
K: Less than one percent of the population knows enough to care and even among those,
there are differences of opinion about exactly what is going on. Again, i say in all sincerity,
if you are waiting for us to get our shit together, i can hang it up now and call it a day
because that means that nothing is going to change for a long time. There are not enough
of us to make a unified stand without a proven truth to rally around. Even a worldwide atlas
shrugging will be interpreted several ways. My suggestion to you is to just push the button
now and sort it out during stasis. Anything else is bullshit. But that's me.
S: so we have to do this for you?
K: We've been doing the best we can under the circumstances. Earth allies, white hats,
white knights, lightworkers, freedom fighters...this is about as good as it gets. You might
have a few billion people praying to God to save their asses after the big shudder, but i
doubt you'll be hearing any constructive prayers concerning ascension. You should get a
lot of yehah-bring-on-the-armaggedon-apocalypse! Prayers and ‗thank you God now
please kill those godless heathen infidels that didn't believe you like we believed you type
prayers......and so on and so forth...kill them, not me...that kind of thing...
S: So we have to do this for you?
K: Probably....how many real Humans do you need or does that matter? Sorting should be
settled by now, anyway, you should know all this already. We can't have stasis today why?
S: This is supposed to be a learning experience. What would they learn, what would any of
you learn if there were stasis and then ‗poof' a new world or situation or place or life.
People need to know what they did wrong in order to be able to try not to do it again. Even
the flower strives to be redeemed and grow that it might incarnate as a human again and
remember enough not to repeat such actions. Where is the learning?
K: i'm never going to get a clear idea or sequence or timetable for this thing, am I?
S: you know, stasis actually is the only thing we can push a button on for this.
K: Which brings me back to the original question: What do we have to do, what do we have
to experience, what are we going to experience before stasis? What has to be done to
satisfy the conditions necessary to/for implementation and how long could that probably
take under the best and/or worse of circumstances?
S: lol...that's a loaded question! You actually want a serious answer to that, don't you? It
could happen today, as we speak. It could take years under the worse of circumstances
which would mean that the plan was scrapped, which, at this point isn't likely so don't go
screaming over a near-impossibility. Could you at least give it a few more days to see what
happens? Don't just wait or use us as an excuse to wait or drop this or that. Don't plan
around us, we plan around you, that should be enough.
K: perhaps that's the problem.
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S: Perhaps it is. This whole thing could have been done a long time ago without trying so
hard to keep you here and along for the ride. But we have and we are and so much effort
has been made that things aren't about to change in that regard. You are your own burden.
You need to lighten your load. All your fear and anxiety and worry and impatience weigh
heavily upon you. This is not about solving your problems; this is about helping you to
solve your problem. The great resistance will be cleared away and removed as quickly and
completely as possible. When you have reached the correct or suitable energy signature or
level or ratio of light and positive awareness, you will be in a prime position to begin in
earnest. Until then, you will just have to take what you can get from our end and we are
doing the best we can so appreciation would be appreciated. Appreciation can be shown
by raising yourselves as far and as fast as possible. Effort is everything right now and we
are all making a supreme effort to complete this process, and it is a process and not just
something that you can throw a switch on and say ‗go!'
K: fine, don't mind me, i'm just frustrated and disappointed and stressed and tired and
other stuff and it would be nice to talk to somebody face to face in physicality...but i
dream.....
S: that weighs you down also and it is not just a dream. You're just not there yet. Do not
despair. Things will happen sooner than you think. It is simply not something that can
pinpointed in the way that you would like it to. That's a lot like asking what will happen in
the ninth inning, or after the two minute warning. Even if you know who is going to win, you
can't say what the final score will be or what plays will happen or who will do what when
and where. Anything can happen in life, even within game parameters. The same thing
applies here, in a sense. Our team cannot lose but the game is not yet over. Even if you
know all of the plays and the possibilities involved, there is still the actual experiencing of
the game, the playing of it to its completion. This is a valid concept and applies in this case
even should is much more than a game. This is life and it must be lived and its stages
completed.
Also, please note that with some of your sports, the clock stops after the two minute mark
is reached. Technically, in game time, there are two minutes left. But how often have you
seen that two minutes become five or ten minutes of real time or more? Time becomes
relevant only to the point that as much action, plays, strategies and the like must be played
before the time runs out for good. How long that actually takes depends on the teams
involved, circumstances, players, energy on the field, energy from the spectators, so forth
and so on and so it is here. The dark is desperately trying to get the ball back and we
intend to score yet again. It is not enough to win; it must be a decisive win! It must stand as
an example and a warning to all that would contemplate even trying to do such things ever
in the future. This will be a clear statement that declares: "You cannot and shall not win.
EVER!"
Never again will the dark even hope to hold such power over any free-willed, intelligent,
sovereign people. After this, from now on, this will stand as an example to all for what to
see and recognize and cut down as it sprouts any such dark machinations. This has to be
and will be done right! So let it get done the way it needs to get done. All is in good hands
and your Christ Michael Aton reigns supreme as sovereign of Nebadon and cannot and will
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not fail! Know that without doubt and let it be so!. Give your will to that, to victory in
ascension and it will be for you on the plane of manifestation as it is already on the causal
plane.
I leave you with in hope that it will give you comfort and motivation to hold your ground and
continue to move forward in your own development, evolution and ascension.
The love and light of Source and Aton and I AM with you, as well as Nabadonia and Esu
and Nada and a host of others in support of Gaia and her inhabitants.
My seal I place upon these words and with my blessing.
Thank you for this talk. We shall talk again soon and I will see you in the treehouse
onThursday.
K: thank you and I will see you soon.
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It would behoove you to remember.......
By CM thru Kibo
# 26 Jul 4, 2010

Candace: what Kibo was told to stay out of is a discussion on AHS that we are not putting
on this site, it is personal in nature, but this is otherwise quite excellent and belongs here
as a grand reminder of what is occurring. Part of the personal discussion there is over that
the existence of stasis is denied by a major person in this cause and some there found this
a shock.
CM:
It would behoove you to remember that some things are not what they seem, even under
the best of circumstances. We told you to stay out of this and thank you for following our
advice, for once....

I will deliver stasis on MY OWN terms and when those terms are satisfied, you will see it.
Much still needs to be done and there must be an optimum opportunity for announcements
and a seeing/experiencing of the crumbling of the matrix system and a vision of what is to
come before this thing is finished and through. You want this to happen now. Some don't
want it to happen at all. I hear the voices and prayers of ALL OF MY CHILDREN! Your little
web bots put together gathered pieces of the collective of human manifestation as it is
given, I EXPERIENCE THE TOTALITY OF HUMAN THOUGHT AND EMOTION FOR
WHAT IT IS!! I AM THE ONE THAT HAS TO JUDGE WHAT IS THE CREATION THAT IS
DESIRED BY THE TOTALITY OF HUMANITY AND CONSIDER IT IN THE DESIRE OF
SOURCE=ALLTHAT IS AND HOW IT CONNECTS TO THE VISION OF MY BEING TO
CREATE THIS MOST REWARDING OF SEED PLANETS AND TRAINING GROUND
FOR THE NEW GODS OF TOMORROW!!!
I, EVEN I, ask that you consider the directive flow of your lives in these moments that lead
up to the ascension of the Human Race to paths and journeys undreamed of. Empty your
minds of all ego and personal desire and dwell upon a life of unity in THE ONE. Gaia has
earned the right to be and is now a totally freewill planet with it's own course and
destiny to follow. This destiny takes precedence over your own, for you may continue
your journeys elsewhere. But it has been decided that the desire and will of your planet be
fulfilled and so you are ALLOWED to attend upon this great journey to the Grand Portal.
This, at the same time, an event and a process and the completion of this journey is not
guaranteed by any means. Your best chances are to be found in revelation of the true
history of your so-called civilization and the manipulations and abuses that have been
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heaped upon yourselves and Gaia that have been allowed within the confines of your
quarantine and status as a prison planet and a seed planet as well as the planet of My
Own Bestowal. I AM creating entities that shall become the new gods of the new
universes and for that to happen you must be made aware of all and everything in
order that you may learn from these experiences and be made all the stronger for
having experienced them. (Candace: this is what I call the "been there, done that....)
I can tell you that stasis is a reality and will happen, but you will think, at this point that it is
because that is what you want to hear because that is your belief. This, in your eyes,
makes you no better than those that deny the reality of stasis because their belief is
different.
Always shall there be this contention until the Truth is revealed to you in no uncertain
terms. If ever We could gain an individual with no ego or desire We could make clear the
truth of the matter, but who would accept it? It is for all of you to do only one thing: Live in,
by and through Divine Will. This is all you need to do and all that you should want to do,
but it is your freewill choice to do so, or not. There is no button, but there are
circumstances that can be fulfilled by you. There is no magic wand but there is a level of
consciousness that must needs be obtained.
The rules of living are diverse and many and contend with each other as the peoples see
fit in their perceptions.
Be warned:
The One Will declares that this thing be done in fulfilling and obtaining the best, most
benevolent outcome for all involved. That is not a joke, it is a mandate. It doesn't mean that
everyone will make it but as many as can make it = will.
My vision is to fulfill the Will of Source in creating new Sons of God that are more than
worthy of the challenges to come and that is what will happen. You are looking only at the
immediate causes and effect of this situation as it pertains to stasis and the condition of
your world society immediately afterwards. So many of you are still looking at this as to
how it affects YOU.
You will learn.
You will learn how to make connections to and with each other where before, no
connections were perceived. You will learn that there is, indeed, common ground where
before you saw only a gaping hole that separated you from each other.
You will live your lives. You will strive and struggle and learn and grow and fight to evolve
and actually evolve until this thing is evident and obvious to all and you will continue to
evolve afterwards. This is not a time to be jockeying for position in an arena that exists to
serve only one purpose: TO BE IN ALIGNMENT WITH AND SERVE THE WILL OF THE
ONE THAT IS ALL THAT IS = I AM THAT I AM.
That is what will solve your situations and things and circumstances in your lives that you
perceive as problems. They are not. They are opportunities for growth and forward and
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upwards progress in a world system that has dragged you down and manipulated you in
separation for far too long.
If you knew your true selves you could solve all of this on your own in a heartbeat. If you
had it within you to stand united in one thing: THE WILL OF THE ONE, this would have
been over already.
WE are here, I AM HERE to help My Own to exist in this state of being that you may better
be able to reach the Grand Portal together, as one.
Light and Life , for you, is a long way off but it is obtainable. It is obtainable because you
are who and what you are in I AM THAT I AM. When you can lay down your differences
and communicate with each other as each other and concentrate on what you are in a
state of unity rather than states of separateness, you will be more ready and prepared for
what is to come. What is to come will come, whether you are ready for it or not for
SOURCE has declared that it is so and even the most fluid of deadlines has it's final
moment and ends.
Consider these words as good advice for I give them to you out of love and great
confidence in your true abilities, not just as Human beings and galactic citizens, but as
Divine creatures and citizens of creation, as well.
My Love and Light and Support are with you always, and so it is in SOURCE I AM.
Thank you for...how do you like to say it?
Thank you for feeling Me and feeling WHAT I AM in us all.
Christ Michael Aton of Nebadon in Orvonton.

Kibo: Thanks Boss.
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Tree House Table Discussion
By Kibo and the Crew
# 27 Jul 14, 2010

Ahoye= this came in. still deep in cave until next month or so...will not be heard from much
outside of these....love you all...love and light to you all I AM THAT I AM THAT I AM
Kibo[don't mean to be antisocial but what's a hermit to do?]Dabi
Treehouse table discussion.... july 12 > 14
CM: So, anything to say?
K: What's the point? I get it. I thought this thing was about going into the next
phase...ascension. stasis, level field, new age, new world...I can see now that the harvest
is the main point and everything else is secondary.
Big M: You have a problem with that?
K: not in and of itself. I mean, it is what it is. But if such is the case, I‗ve made huge
mistakes in my approach to this. I thought that if you said ‗A', then ‗A' it was. It hadn't
occurred to me, at the time that it all depended on us and where we were at as opposed to
where it was hoped that we would be.
Big M: So what is the problem?
K: I understand that you want as many as possible to push through and over the line. I
think it's ridiculous that the oil spill has caused delay while you wait to see what we will do
as a people and wonder why we have still not risen up collectively and do the ‗i'm mad as
hell and i'm not going to take it anymore!' thing. To me, that's just stupid. I understand that
you can offer no proof of anything because that it how it has to be, according to the law of
one.
People have to be able to choose. But the number of people that are choosing YOU is
small and growing very slowly. Immediate and direct concerns will always take precedent
and the matrix is just too complex for even the hardiest of souls to find their way up and out
of quickly. It takes lifetimes to figure this crap out, so why you're expecting people to wake
up and say ‗uh-oh, we're in deep shit now. The gulf is fucked up. Better call God for help
and pray that He does'....what exactly? Kill the heathens, the infidels? Smite the evil ones?
Which evil ones? This is not supporting oneness in conscious unity. This is exactly what
the dark has turned it into, a blame game while all the other crap is happening. Where's
the worldwide earthquake?
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That should make them think for a day or two...or three, before they go back to trying to
figure out how to pay their bills, or not get killed, or raped, or die of starvation and/or
exposure...more unemployed, more homeless, more this, more that...there are pockets of
light and struggling to love and pulses of hope but little action. Call on YOU? For what? to
save the world? Too many blame You for the shape it's in now. You want them to take
responsibility? Take action? Win? That takes a level of knowledge and being that is sorely
lacking...Too many breathe in the reality that such action only leads to destruction, usually
theirs...At what point will they turn to you? Who knows? If you're relying on mass thought in
the matter, more believe in 2012 than what comes from AH.
Dude, there's co-creation and there's creating as one will. What many are co-creating here
is a far cry from what You hope to create. If Divine Will does not stand supreme and
absolute in the manifestation of what is to come, the outcome of it, if what You say You
bring as the outcome is just a possibility and not a fact, then what the hell? If there is to be
harvest, then harvest. The season has gone on too long and crops are withering while you
wait for others to ripen.
There is a deadline but it is fluid...this thing could last another fifty years if need be, a
hundred, a thousand and so be it if it is Your Will to do so. But that's the point. Your Will.
You could just as easily will that it be now. It's your board, your game. You ask the pieces
if they will move where You Will them to be and call it co-creation but there is only one will.
Only One Will exists in all of creation and so what does it matter when all roads lead back
to Source? All will make it at some point. To do it now is great, later? Okay, fine.
Whatever...But we are just experiencing The One as The One experiencing ALL THAT IS.
We are all God experiencing in us ourselves in God...God is All are We are One are We
are All is God...I get it.
Esu: you get it?
K: yes, i get it. It doesn't matter how this thing plays out and how long it takes. All that
matters is that we live this experience to the fullest and make whatever efforts we think
need to be made to get ahead and progress and evolve by whatever means and beliefs
and feelings and thoughts we may have about it, our actions will prove our intentions and
reveal what we are in this experience as a group and as individuals and we will all be given
our just rewards for all of this when the time comes, if ever. It doesn't matter what we want,
it's what we do because of what we want that counts. We establish and hold to our
contracts and play our parts and that's it.

Whatever we are co-creating was established long ago and now we are just playing it out.
All the possibilities and choices and causes and effects, that's what we do, we experience
it for God that God may experience it through us that we may experience God in and
around ourselves. Eventually we will find unity, oneness. We shall see each other as each
other and be each other in light and love...Great! In the meantime, while we grow into it,
this is the shit that we have to go through. So be it. I'll figure it out, we'll figure it out. We'll
all figure it out eventually.
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Those that know enough to align with and work with, within and in unity with Divine Will,
giving their wills to Divine Will, will graduate, continue, go further and i am under the
impression that their blessings, their strength of manifestation will increase in the here and
now...but that could just be wishful thinking on my part...but i have seen it for myself and
prefer to live and love in that than in anything else....After such is realized, what is there to
say? We live the one life. All Glory to The One and to The One, All Glory!
You got an answer for that?
CM: Yes, yes I do.
S333: As do I
K: sigh...fine...have at ye!
{ at this point it was decided to take a break and they would decide how they were going to
approach this and i was told that we would all meet up the next day/night to continue.
Many conversations have been ongoing in the interim and i have been back online again
after losing my connection for about a week...weird circumstances...anyway...here is where
we all sit down again to continue this discussion in formal fashion...}
CM: You've read the posts by Jess, Don and Eve?
K: [lolal = laughing out loud a little] You seem to be catching a bit of flak right about now.
Too much expectation has led to too much disappointment. We have lost good people
simply because of impatience over the years and now You seem to be wanting everyone
to hang on and hold the fort and not be doubting at this point = intolerable= i think was the
gist of it, in so many words. I'm not sure that we have the faith in ourselves that You have
in us. Absolute clarity would be nice, but hardly obtainable, at this point. There's simply too
much to consider that You have to deal with that we don't and from our perspective...things
have not been as stated.
S333: How so?
K: stock market fell to, what? 6900? Nothing happened. Jupiter = still waiting. Stasis = still
waiting. Let it rip = still waiting. World quake...waiting..........Yes, we are still here, growing,
evolving, but things still get worse. Like soldiers on a fifty mile run with two-ton packs, we
keep going on nothing but will and some of us think that this thing has become a 55 mile
run and no one has bothered to tell us and if it turns into a 60 mile run some will fall out
and be lost to the wayside and some might decide to attack the drill sergeant....so You
might want do something about that before it happens...y'know what I'm sayin'?
S333: this is not what we talked about.
K: I wanted something new.
Esu: So you think that we are asking too much of you?
K: remains to be seen. The ones left standing will get all the marbles. Here's the question I
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have to ask myself and you: Is it that you want the greatest quantity or do you want the
greatest quantity of quality? Are you more concerned with how many and just want as
many as possible or do you want to get the ones that endured through all of this bullshit,
still standing and with strength left to spare? What are the levels of awareness that are
acceptable to you in deciding when ‗when' is when? You already stated that the line was
drawn between service to self as opposed to service to others. You left the mark at 51%
STO personalities as having earned the right to stay and build the new world. Do all of
these people need to be aware or just open hearted and somewhat selfless? Do all these
people need to be aware and aware of what? Oneness? The Law of One? Their true
nature, the manipulation, abuse and bullshit that has been going on for the last few years?
Hundreds of years, thousands?
What is this awareness that you are looking for? At what point will things be straight
enough for You to say "Okay, NOW! And push the freakin/ button or let it rip or fill the skies
with craft or clear out the thugs in public or make announcements or bring out Jupiter or
implement stasis or even let loose the prosperity programs with the caretaker regimes. I
mean, Sheldon writes good stuff. It sounds so wonderful. Six billion people in inner earth
all made whole and happy...yeh...the Sirians don't seems to know that you are there and
seem to have their own thing going. The point is, how the hell are we supposed to
co=create if there isn't a single page to be on to will and intend on. It's stupid!
CM: Let me stop you right there. The Sirians know very well about Me and Sheldon can
accept only so much. (Candace: as can others in this game we play.) His
communications serve a real and necessary purpose to open peoples minds to possibilities
beyond their own lives as it has been presented to them by their cabal handlers. There is
no room in Agartha or anywhere in inner earth for 6 billion new people and that should go
without saying. Other than the numbers, it is a valid program and training of those that stay
behind will be a necessity.
We will not just leave you here to fend for yourselves. You know that. As to the remainder
of your statements and questions. I do not turn down loving, helpful, selfless people,
sleeping, aware or otherwise. The actions of any individual show their willingness and
intent to do or not do the right thing according to Divine Law and Will. The fact that a
person has no real clue to anything beyond their own nose does not take away from the
fact that they still live by the famous golden rule and such actions, as they are given, are
rewarded for their own sakes. Many are those that are aware and awake and still promote
dissention to Divine Will, separation and discord, selfishness and abuse for their own
sakes. These will also find the rewards which are their just due.
K: So i figure that You have a way to determine when You have reached an optimal point
of population? Like a plateau of sorts? You could always climb higher but have to weigh
the risks of losing however many to falling from even steeper climbs than already
experienced. Isn't that how it goes?
Esu: In a way, yes. You have to understand that everything that has happened so far has
been to take the entire population as well as the planet on an upwards journey of sorts.
Consider that you are climbing a mountain. And Source is leading the way. For all intents
and purposes, Source is already there at the top, waiting and you actually must rely on
Christ Michael to lead the way. In the beginning it is a decent pace, slow but steady, and
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few fall to the wayside. But as the climb gets higher and steeper more and more begin to
fall or just give up and are left to the way side. At a certain point we reach areas of
somewhat level ground, plateaus, where we can gather the population and access what is
what, try to explain what is going on and what is expected and so forth.
We then start anew onto the next plateau where we see where we are and what can be
expected if we climb even further. The goal is to reach the top but we can hardly expect
everyone to make it. We have to be able to access how many are left at each plateau and
how many of those will be able to journey even further and at each plateau. There are
those that decide that they can go no further while others want to sally forth and some are
just willing to go along to see where it all leads. Eventually we reach a point where it has to
be determined who will make the final trek to the summit. There are those that think that
they can make it but we know better, they simply wouldn't be able to make it without some
assistance and that assistance would have to come from those that have proven
themselves to be the best climbers.
Now if the best climbers are too tired to help or starting to fail, what are we to do? Already
so many have been left behind and we prefer to get as many to the top as possible. Are we
to tell those that are struggling to keep up that this is the end of their journey? Shall we
only take those very few that we know can continue with ease? What shall those in the
middle do then? You are all expected to pull together to help and teach those that are
lacking in certain areas to complete the journey. Yes, you are tired. We are all tired. But we
are taking everyone that wants to go and that means that this has to be a group effort.
All of these communications and channelings are helping others to climb. Your hard work
and faith, as a group and groups of groups, are helping others to find their footing. It
matters little if some believe that, at the top, they will find this, or that, or the other, or
nothing. The journey must be made by as many as possible. We are on such a plateau
right now and decisions have to be made once again. Your new world awaits, but it is not
going to come to you, you must climb to it. While the many that have fallen and have been
left to the wayside burn fires around the mountain and dance and revel and fight and
clamor for reasons they know not why = you must climb on, if that is what you desire, what
you intend, what you will.
K: So.....at what point do we get there and what will we find? Whose version of this is the
truth? Stasis, no stasis? Magical ascension or hard work? Fine, we're climbing, but You
laid out specific things that have yet to happen. Are those things still expected to happen
and if not, what's what in all this?
Big M: Does it matter? You will be in the same place regardless. If we told you that we
could do it without stasis, would you care? You agree that there are things that you are
unaware of that are just as important if not more important? This is not just about you. This
is just a part of everything that is happening in Nebadon and, hence, Orvonton.
K: I am well aware of knowns and known unknowns and unknown unknowns. But enough
is enough. If you want all of these people to help each other that last hurdle [ and i pray to
Source and Aton that this is actually the last hurdle..]
(..*%&^$##^%(*)(%^*$)(^%^tiny_mce_markeramp;#%*) what do we have to do to get to
the point where we can get one thing, look at one thing, be told one thing, agree on one
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thing and actually have that one thing happen? A landmark, a benchmark, something! I've
said this before. There is going to have to be a certain point of unity and being on the same
word of the same sentence of the same paragraph of the same page in order to get done
what you want done the way you want it done. Somebody is going to have to figure out a
way to get all these lightworking people and groups that are actually honest and sincere in
their desire, intent and will to serve the One Will, to see one thing together and agree that
they all agree with it because it is self evident and on such common ground we can better
help raise each other up to that summit.
But what you've got right now is a situation that has every chance of blowing up in all of
our faces simply because without evident proof of one thing to agree upon, too many will
simply fall over the side and take others with them. Which doesn't have to be if you want
as many of the qualified as possible. If you're still culling, fine, but say so and let people
know where what is what so that they can make adjustments...wait...sorry...you don't do
that, do you?....right....no proof of anything...all must make their own choice...by the law of
one....nevermind...sigh. (Kibo, even if they do a big "one thing" of some sort, there is still
going to be a huge variance in interpretation of that "one event." Candace )
Esu: you sound so frustrated. We're getting there. This thing is happening and yes, there is
still a deadline...and no, I can't tell you when that is...
K: I swear to God, if you say ‗soon'...
CM: LOL......We are never going to tell you ‗soon' ever again. The question I have to ask,
and I ask this of all of you, is: Are you with Me?
K: What? Aren't we married, too? I love my wife. I love You, too. I'm with You, but You'll
forgive me if I'm just pissed off about the whole thing right now. I assume You have the gulf
thing covered in terms of getting Gaia all pristine again when the time comes. Eve is right
in stating that you have to take care of the planet first so those that stay are the ones that
are allowed to stay. But that still begs the question of just when and how many until You
reach optimum conditions and can such a point ever be reached. I assume, under the
circumstances that You are experiencing a constant ebb and flow in all of this that makes it
hard to accurately judge since it changes with every moment...
S333: Things are actually looking up in that respect. As the dark try harder to stay in
control they fail harder. I think you refer to it as pissing into the wind. More are waking up
CM: But it remains to be seen how many of those that are waking up, as well as those
already awake, are willing to live by Divine Law and Divine Will. They must be given every
opportunity to prove themselves one way or the other.
K: That could take a lot of time, couldn't it?
Big M: Not as much as you think, no. In such situations as this, where so much is on the
line for so many, there is...how shall I say?....Their initial reaction(s) cause them to
determine for themselves certain intents that quickly create actions of will that place them
on easily determined paths that define their place in the final outcome. It is not their fate,
as you see it. It is simply the result of the choices that they have made for themselves in
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how to react to their new awareness...either positively or negatively, create or destroy, help
or harm, ‗me' or ‗we', ‗them' or ‗all of us'. Even the decision to place blame on others
besides yourself is a determining factor when in the oneness of greater reality we are,
indeed, all responsible for each other. You see how that works.
K: So, this is what harvest is all about. What happened to just separating the wheat from
the tares? That seemed so simple to do.
Esu: [chuckling] Tares look like wheat, I think the story goes, so you really have to make
sure you're not throwing out a perfectly good wheat plant. Chaff is another story and
weeds are seldom, if ever mentioned. Diseased plants, eaten, too dry, ruined, strong and
healthy, exceptional...it does all take some time to sort out. We can't just pull it all up and
sort it out in a pile somewhere else...well, We could, but that scenario is more akin to just
flipping the planet and waiting for it to become habitable again while we send everyone out
to somewhere else.....We decided not to do that here, remember?
K: I remember. Still, something is going to have to give and quickly. It can't keep going like
this. We are being told to prepare but we are always being told to prepare and have been
for years. At some point there is going to have to be something big and either natural or
completely cosmic/alien or obviously and undeniably divine in nature to happen. If you're
not willing to end it now, then let there be something that will speed up the remainder of the
process? Now? Now now?
S333: Always looking for signs and wonders, are we?
K: I like to think of it as...support....and i wouldn't worry about that infringement upon
freewill thing so much as i would be concerned about how best to make up for the gross
violations of our freewill that have already been perpetrated upon us by by these dark
idiots that never could figure out that they could have still been rich and powerful in a free
and just and prosperous world and that control through domination is such a hassle, no
down time, no relaxing....like i said...people that want all that are sick puppies and the
sooner we put the hard core ones that like to say fuck you to Your face to sleep, the
better.......but that's me....I'm with You. You're the Boss, no problems there. But whatever
you're doing, whatever you're waiting on, it's taking too damn long for us sillies on the
ground trying to tough it out and we could use something to hold onto because we don't
think we're sillies but it feels like that sometimes...you know..while people laugh at us and
shit...
Big M: So it's an ego problem for you.
K: Maybe...i hate to think so, but there it is. It would be a helluvalot easier to have
something happen and have those very same people come running to me to ask ‗ what the
fuck?' and maybe they'll really want to know this time when i try to explain it to them...or
Candace or Jess or Eve or Don or Hazel or Blossom or any of the lightworkers that are
trying so hard to deliver the truth...even Bellringer or Sheldon or Story, for what he's worth,
or anybody that will get them to stand eyes wide open in realization that we're considered
to be slaves by a group of people that are no better than we are and we're a breath away
from being the complete set of property, slave chattel, meat with eyes, that they are
already convinced we are and all they have to do is convince us that they're right, so go
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back to sleep and let the matrix rock you away and be the food they say you were meant to
be...it sucks but it's already programmed in and climbing is very slow and if it's going to
take another few years, then let me know now.
CM: and if that were the case, what would you do?
K: The same thing I'm doing now! But at least I'd know! That's pretty much how I'm feeling
about it all right now anyway. Always this close to it an then like a dream it moves back
while i move towards it. I've resigned myself to the fact that i just have to keep going and
do the best i can while I wait for whatever for however long. I pray I live long enough to get
there. I'm just here for the experience. I want only to help and have food and shelter while i
do that. But it's all just experience in the end. I chose to experience this and just have to
deal with that as best i can. I signed that contract. Whatever it takes, I'm with You. But I
strongly suggest that You get on with it . Either that or support your troops on the ground,
whoever they may be. Make sure we all have what we need to make it through this crap.
Whatever that may be for any of us, that should be a given and not have to be asked for or
demanded. Take care of your own, Boss and let them know for sure that they are Your
own. All are Yours, but you've got people really working their butts off for You in the face of
all opposition and bad circumstances. Don't leave them hanging in the breeze.
Esu: Whether they agree with you or not?
K: You know your own and what they do and often they do not agree with each other but
they are still your own. Take care of them and help them to get on the same page. You will
see better results, I assure You. But it has to come from YOU. Now, I'm with YOU, I
promise and swear....YOU are with me, right? You have to be with all who are with
you...The ultimate leader, who else could do that but You and Source? Talk about really
being with the troops! So...YOU'RE with ME, Right? We're in this together and You're the
Boss and we help and listen to each other, right?
CM: You do recognize that My Will, as well as the Will of SOURCE, is absolute in this? My
Will be Done and all that?
K: Not a problem for me, You'll have to ask the others for themselves..But even with
that..DO NOT LEAVE OUR BUTTS HANGING IN THE WIND. We all have crap to deal
with on top of this thing, or underneath it, but we still have to deal with all of this NOW. You
have said: Be with Me as I AM with You. We say the same to You, well, I AM saying it. I
can't do crap without You and want to live in Divine Will...so yeah, You have to help me
with that while You help me deal with the rest of this while I help you deal with all of this
and do my best to do Your Will and do my job which is that anyway...You're good with that,
right?
CM: I AM great with that. Are we all good with that?
Esu: Works for me.
S333: Agreed.
Big M: Fine by me. But I ask that you concentrate more on the great experience of life in
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The One as more of an actual learning experience and strengthening the manifestation of
your actions of will and intent. Your greater focus on the process between the causes,
effects and final outcomes of your created acts of will, will help you to better understand
the relationship between these small acts of yours and the larger actions of the divine
beings that you will also be at some point in your ascending evolution.
K: Will do, Big M...Look, it's been two nights and tonight has been going on for hours and
i'm about whooped. Do you want to continue later next night or call it a day on this one or
what? I don't know what else to say or ask other than scream ‗get it done! Get it done!' but
that's on me and the rest of us, too........sooooooowhattayawannado?
CM: we'll call it a day on this. But look, you people are closer than you think to the fulfilling,
what you call the end, to all this. Great efforts are being made all over and it is all actually
having a huge effect and I, for one, do not want there to be any more room for doubt and
consider it intolerable at this point, even if deemed understandable from your viewpoint, for
you to give up at this stage of the game is to fall out right before the goal line, in our eyes.
We have invested heavily in you all but more so have you invested in yourselves and each
other. We can try to show you all the common ground that you share together but it will
mean nothing if you cannot even try to see it for yourselves. If you all agree on ascension,
but not how to get there, then at least share with those that seek answers what you know
to be true for all. Ascension is here and we are in the process of it as we speak.
It is needed for all to live in love and light. Love one another and support one another and
see each other as each other. Separation has been the key to your enslavement. There is
freedom in unity and only in unity can you stand together and take back your freedom and
establish justice based on peace, equality and respect as an aspect of love for one
another. Fear, hatred, intolerance and violence will be the death of you if you let it.
Ignorance locks the chains of your slavery. Those that desire to live as free will, intelligent,
ascending sons and daughters of The Living I AM, will harken to and heed your words.
They will be duly noted.
I AM CHRIST MICHAEL ATON Sovereign of Nebadon in Orvonton and I and My band of
brothers and sisters beseech you all to stand in unity with us in this greatest of endeavors.
To all who read and hear these words WE call you to stand with us in love and light and to
all who answer this call affirmatively, I give my blessing and place My seal and My
embrace on all who stand to serve The Will of SOURCE in All things for the time has come
when all things shall be revealed and the long wait of ye little ones shall be rewarded.
K: thanks Boss..sounds great...make sure you back that up. Love you dearly. Thank you all
and love you too..i'm outta here.........

Candace: Well I have some personal chats with Papa (First Source) now and then, and I
would suggest you all just relax and live, and think, and prepare and....... because Papa is
quite committed. The pressures are huge now for I guess a couple weeks or so. Body is
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telling me all sorts of stuff, wish I was better at "translating" what it is saying. And how
many people do drop out just before their goal manifests because of impatience? LOTS
on this world. I probably have done it myself, but in most of those cases, I really didn't
want the particular goal post after I understood it better. This goal post I WANT. How
about each of you? A portion of this testing, is to see who is patience and dedicated
enough to stay standing. Will it include you?
And that said, this Gulf thing is sad, but HUGE and hopefully will wake some folks up at
some point. Oil has spread over most of the gulf, down to the Yucatan now. I hope to God
a reasonable number of folks realize the problems with oil SOON. The floor of the gulf is
BAD, heaving up and down, and there really is huge risk of that methane blowout. And all
that comes with it. There is a "unknown" but known by high placed government geologists,
place south of Louisiana, a circular plate. This puppy is moving and there is going to be a
"methane" blowout of huge proportions, and this will destabilize the New Madrid fault.
There will be a tsunami with the blowout as the methane displaces the water and there will
be millions dead from the fumes depending on the winds. We are talking major issues
here with multiple quakes involved.
California in several areas continues to destabilize, and since the Easter quake, things are
getting worse for Southern California. USGS is constantly removing quakes west of the
Elsinore fault, including 2 almost 4's in Santa Ana yesterday. That whole area all to the
way the coast would be peppered with small quakes on the current map since the 5.4 there
lamost a week ago now. Then there is a volcano erupting underwater in the area east of
the Tonga trench. There is plenty of doom building up. American is going to experience
some substantial destruction.

Do not pay any attention to the stories of new devices set off by a small nuclear bombs to
fix the "leak". These will not be allowed and would further make thinks worse. The various
submarines from various nations are exiting the gulf now, that have been there studying
the large mess. It is correct, in terms of the stories there is a major 100 mile long gash
some distance from the "leaking well".
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CM discusses several issues thru Kibo
By CM thru Kibo
# 28 Aug 2, 2010

RADIO FREE GAIA

CM:
I asked kibo here today to do a special remote broadcast from his headquarters rather than
the station. He's upset about the news concerning Story and has asked, if it was
contractual, why now? The answer to that is because our dear brother Story did not want
to be in his present incarnation when the changes came. He fought tirelessly to bring to the
world all of the truth that he could but could not bring himself personally to believe certain
spiritual realities beyond his formal, traditional upbringing and belief system. This was so
that he could concentrate better on the matter at hand in all of its complexity. We are
grateful for his work and now that he remembers himself once again, he asks the same
question that I hear so many of you asking: "Well, what are you waiting for? Bloody well
get on with it already, will you?"
I have given a message to Adam thru Esu that all is in readiness and at the first sign of
eruption, and our instruments will know before yours will, our ships will respond in all haste
and en mass, to evacuate as many as can and will, willingly come aboard.
All efforts by your governments to seal the growing number of holes and cracks will,
unfortunately, not be able to end the problem nor will they be able to delay for much
longer. Your initial stalling to immediately fix the problem with the technology you knew you
had but wanted to hide has come back to bite you in the privates. Ye ones had better be
preparing to pay a much and long overdue bill.
I have told kibo that this will be the last broadcast and he is extremely reluctant to believe
it, stating that he has been let down before. He will be very happy to see this thing, as he
calls it, end as I AM sure that many of you will be. Still, I must comment on the irony of the
fact that the one thing that the dark ones have been trying so hard to avoid, our ships on
the planet in mass numbers, was actually forced upon us as a result of their own greed
and secrecy while struggling to be in control of their sleeping slaves.
Some of you have been having excessive ringing in the ears lately as Gaia has been
twitching and now prepares to move. Whether it will be a wake up call, a death knell or a
freedom ring remains to be seen as some of you will do anything not to wake up and will
sleepwalk through this whole thing! It is sad, but true and We can no longer wait on you
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little darlings to open your eyes and get a clue. There have been other broadcasts from
other people that warn you to not board our ships. If We answer all of your little questions
while the cloud of death surrounds you, what will you do then? The choice is yours to
make, not ours. Either way, WE shall meet again soon. You can meet us in a group of
bodies or in a line of souls. We respect your free will enough to let you receive the rewards
that come from your own actions. Consider it now, before it becomes a sudden choice to
make in haste and confusion.
I have taken the liberty of dedicating a song for this, courtesy of your Mr. Jackson, who
suggested it. I AM your universe creator, your god, your father and friend. I will answer the
name that you have for WHAT I AM that is in your heart and mind, etched in love and light.
These that come for you are of WHAT I AM and from WHAT I AM and go out to offer you
salvation not just on My behalf, but on their own behalf and also on your behalf and that of
SOURCE Eternal and Infinite, Prime Creator, ALL THAT IS, and also Gaia and also the
Spiritual Hierarchy, all of these that have worked so hard to help you learn a better, higher
way to live in light and love! Behold! An entire universe comes for you! They come for you
in The Name Of I AM THAT I AM!
This one wrote a poem once, which included this thought:
God reaches out for you with both hands
Can you not reach just one back?

This is Christ Michael Aton
Reaching out to all of you

And now
Your song:

I'll Be There lyrics
You and I must make a pact, we must bring salvation back
Where there is love, I'll be there
I'll reach out my hand to you, I'll have faith in all you do
Just call my name and I'll be there
chorus:
And oh - I'll be there to comfort you,
Build my world of dreams around you, I'm so glad that I found you
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I'll be there with a love that's strong
I'll be your strength, I'll keep holding on - yes I will, yes I will
Let me fill your heart with joy and laughter
Togetherness, well that's all I'm after
Whenever you need me, I'll be there
I'll be there to protect you, with an unselfish love that respects you
Just call my name and I'll be there
chorus:
And oh - I'll be there to comfort you,
Build my world of dreams around you, I'm so glad that I found you
I'll be there with a love that's strong
I'll be your strength, I'll keep holding on - yes I will, yes I will

If you should ever find someone new, I know he'd better be good to you
'Cos if he doesn't, I'll be there
Don't you know, baby, yeah yeah
I'll be there, I'll be there, just call my name, I'll be there
(Just look over your shoulders, honey - ooh)
I'll be there, I'll be there, whenever you need me, I'll be there
Don't you know, baby, yeah yeah
I'll be there, I'll be there, just call my name, I'll be there...
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Ode to Christopher Story
By Aton and Kibo
# 29 Aug 2, 2010

Kibo:
A man like this doesn't die without a reason
this had to be contractual
but for what reason?
Aton, I hope this thing comes down now
this man is a hero
greater love than this no man has, that he give up his life for his friends
may thousands upon thousands more just like him
rise up to take his place
it will take
at least
that many
with room to spare
be not afraid to rage against the darkness!
bring the light with you
if you can
and shove it into
the mouth of that evil void
to reveal it for what it truly is
nothing
bad breath and rotted teeth
no tongue
or throat
to swallow with
no voice of it's own
to speak of
it howls
hoping to cause fear
in the weak
and finding servants
in souls already inclined
to wickedness
it feeds
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being always hungry
never satisfied
because it cannot swallow
stand up i say
against this farce
this
illusion of an illusion
fill the empty nothingness
of that howling mouth
with light
bright as the sun
bright as your soul
and show the world
what they have cowered from
lo these many years
nothing
wind
air
bad breath and rotting teeth
wasting and falling away
and when the world sees
they will laugh
and the howling
ashamed
will cease
and fade away
to be again
what it always was
until we gave it voice
nothing
Aton and Source Bless you brother
Kibo:
Thank You a thousand times
Thank You
with Love and Light
I AM
kibo[had a damn good sobbing cry over this one, I did]Dabi

Candace: I cried some internal tears, because physical ones hurt so bad. I wrote
Christopher often in those earlier days. I was a source to him, his American friend. Then
one day, he came to realize some of who I am, and associated me with 4winds, and never
again trusted me. But oh well, for that is the nature of an incarnation on this earth. Some
things are forgotten about God, but this man was as dedicated as any I have ever seen
about doing his best to expose truth for his God, even if he himself got lost in it sometimes.
So many sources pulled his strings, but nevertheless, the story went out, by this Christed
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man, who wrote quite a story, and was well named! I hope to meet him under different
circumstances next time!

The rumors travel the net. He was assassinated and for now, it's not necessary otherwise
to cover the methods, let his family rest. Christopher is back on the Other Side, in very
good shape and now that the truth is straight before him, he asks for, like the rest of us,
WHEN. It was his time, dear readers, we all have a time. This was his desire, his work
was finished, so don't send me any more letters about his protection or what seems like a
lack thereof. The methods of leaving this plane are many, and there is purpose in this
method.
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Just in from CM
By CM - Kibo Dabi
# 30 Aug 12, 2010

just in from CM
AHOYE!
just finished this and decided to post it here first.....
actually
before i paste it in........
i was told a few days ago that
Esu wants to use the island/treehouse for a party
on His accepted birthday
August 21st.
The whole AHS family is invited
all day
i asked about this thing blowing up and finishing before then and was told that it wouldn't
matter.
either way
here or on board ship
or wherever
this event will be held
soooo.............
come and share hugs
there will be cake
okay
now
to business>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>

CM: ...and so, if I, even I, tell you that the gulf could blow any day now, or at any moment,
you will not be completely convinced?
K: It is as it has always been and i no longer hold my breath. It‘s not that i don‘t believe
You, it‘s just that there seems to be some sort of galactic jet lag or something involved that
has taught me to think that something that is said to be happening yesterday may be
weeks or even months away. I‘ve been doing the DNA thing with you in the headquarters
and working on my little project, as it were, that keeps me busy and so i don‘t feel like i‘m
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just waiting, but...i would like to get on with it. Gaia says that she‘s ready and she‘s not
holding back and her concern for her children is tempered by her knowledge that
everything and everyone will be put in their proper place so there‘s no need to worry there
and there is only the doing of it..
Now, all of the sudden, there‘s oil spilling in the ocean, it seems like everywhere and all of
this seems to be deliberate acts of the dark idiots to further stall, but i don‘t see the logic of
that unless they don‘t believe anything You say at all...which is weird since they spend so
much time working on and around what You say. But if the gulf is going to inundated and
Florida flooding over and out and a big methane cloud covers the gulf coast going inland
and ships come and pick up who they can...and if so many appear that it can‘t remain
hidden or covered up or denied, what‘s the point?
CM: WE are not distracted by their games and our waiting is not to determine our next
move, as it were. That move has already been decided, as well as several others that are
ongoing and some more that shall be implemented all at once. They cannot control the
planet. They cannot stop Gaia from moving. As you like to say, they cannot stop Atlas from
shrugging. As to when...it is not up to us, it is up to Gaia. WE can help and gauge and
control energies from your sun and from Jupiter and from other sources in the cosmos, but
it is not something that can make a free will planet such as the one you inhabit to do
anything against her will or before she is ready.
These many years, WE have been fighting the good fight beside you, creating
circumstances or countering and overcoming the efforts of the dark to continue and
survive. WE have been as gracious and merciful as possible, always with the thought of
awakening the sleeping and revealing the dark veil that has covered your eyes from
perceiving and seeing the true reality in which you exist. Now WE are, again, at a point of
no return. WE have progressed in our knowledge of such a field a play as has been given
as so many of you have progressed in your knowledge of yourselves and ourselves.
You have created this debacle that rings the end of your dark system of things, of
selfishness and greed and slavery and abuse and fear and ignorance and separation. You
have been forced to do and be things that you do not need or want to do or be, so many of
you without your knowledge or consent. Nay, too many times have you been unawares of
the machinations that have led your lives to be this or that while you wonder to yourselves
= ―What happened? How did I get here?‖
Your elite power brokers see you and use you as slaves. They use each other and this is
one of the main reasons why they must and will fail. It is why you watch them fail before
your eyes, even now.
Slavery can exist on many levels. The dark system which you are subject to allows for no
escape and counters all dissent in vicious lies, manipulations and murders. This is the
arena that you struggle to dismantle for only in destroying the field can the game end with
your freedom won. It matters little if you are rich or poor, a slave is a slave and the only
question that you need ask yourself once your eyes are open to this condition is: ―How
shall I gain my sovereign freedom and the freedom of these, my brothers and sisters,
under such circumstances? How can I aid in the dismantling of this arena and field so that
a new, fair and balanced field in an arena of light and love and Divine Will may take its
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place?‖
You live your lives hoping and praying for release, for help, for miracles and you have
learned that, while all of these things are given and made manifest for you by the Will and
Power of SOURCE I AM and by I AM THAT I AM and by Spirit Eternal and by My own
Sovereign Divinity in the universe of My own making that I may serve you all in helping and
teaching you to awaken to your true nature and selves and thus, your true power = and
you have learned of that, some of you, and have accepted that your release and help and
miracles come also through you, through SOURCE and I AM in you and as you, and you
have opened an eye or two to your own divinity and the unity with ALL THAT IS, the unity
of ONE and all of the rights and powers thereof, that is and are your birthright as intelligent,
freewill, ascending and descending beings = for truly some of you are descending beings
that came to experience ascension = The thoughts, concepts, ideas and actions that you
create in such a state of being all contribute to the dismantling of the dark agenda and
field, their arena. It is your unified efforts towards this goal of ascension and the new arena
it brings that makes this works. You work, you do the work, alongside Gaia, MYSELF,
SOURCE, the Spiritual Hierarchy, The ELOHIM, The Angelic and Archangelic Hosts, The
nature spirits, the Agarthans, the Galactic Federation of Light and many others, some you
know of and others you have no idea of, from all over the Grand Creation of Paradise and
the seven superuniverses.
This is no small task and no small feat. It is being done with the utmost care and precision
and consideration for all involved. I know that many of you would prefer us to just move in
and do away with the dark ones in no uncertain terms, and that may yet happen if they
insist. But this is how WE roll, if I may be allowed to use such a term, and were it not for
our insistence upon acting in all due love and light and compassion an mercy, you all
would have been gone from this planet already and Gaia would be waiting a very long time
to see her shores inhabited once again.
I say this only to illustrate to you that there have always been many and diverse options
available towards how best to achieve the Divine Goal of Ascension for Gaia and for you
and always, ALWAYS have WE joyfully bowed to the wonderful wisdom of The Paradise
Father in these matters and ALWAYS HAS THE WILL OF PARADISE DEITY BEEN
DONE! It is My Glory to act as such and always have I been joyful in it.
So, now the time has come and the dark are laughing and the sleeping have turned their
backs on the notion of a greater reality and even many of the awakened faithful few have
fallen to the same thought: Put up or shut up.
How shall I, even I, respond to this? Shall I be offended and deal out holy wrath like in your
storied days of old? Always have I sought to show Divine Kindness and Mercy, shall I stop
now?
Shall I just send thousands of ships to prove a point? Take over the airwaves and
introduce Myself to the world that knows Me not?
Good evening, I AM Your God?
Shall I send the Angelic hosts to proclaim this or that?
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It seems to me that you have done enough on your own, one way or the other. I see a
tipping point.
I even thank the dark ones that helped so much in making their own destruction possible. I
thank also the truth bringers and the light bearers. So many have died for this cause of
freedom, true freedom = a freedom you have never known, but will.
I say that all of our efforts have not been in vain and that WE have done the right thing by
all involved.
I tell you of things that will happen, that must happen, because you made it so, all of you.
Your abuse of the planet and even your efforts to save the planet, your being awake or
asleep, light or dark, all and everything has come to this and it will take it‘s natural course
and progress to its fulfillment and nothing will hold it back or delay it or hurry it. Nothing
that can be done will stop it. It is made and anchored in your reality and Divine Will-inAcceptance, it is natural law, it is nature = it is your response to the Divine Mandate of
Ascension and so it is.
So when I tell you that the gulf oil spill is still and yet doomed to become a tragedy of epic
proportions, I know whereof I speak. Ye ones may do as you please about any and all of
this, WE see little, if anything, that will change in you at this point. All of you have chosen
your places and that is that. The crack will widen, the methane bubble will burst with the
full force of nature behind it. The waves will go out. The waves will come. The cloud of gas
will spread. The ships will go out. They will come to rescue who they can. The world will
see the truth of life in the UNIVERSE. They will see the results of their folly and they will
hear our words and see Divine Truth...Alas, it will be too late to change.......
And I will not have to put or shut up a thing for WE let you experience the circumstances of
your own making and that is that and that is how it should be.
I did such and so much even for Lucifer, before he chose uncreation...should I do less for
you?
LIVE, LEARN, GROW, EVOLVE, CHANGE! This is all you have to do and be. It is within
you now, all and everything that you need is within you now. Let it be what it must be and
fear not, neither let your heart be worried or concerned.
It comes, like counting the time between lightening and thunder....do they not both happen
at the same time?
Work for the future, your new lives in a new arena. Be ready and prepared for the great
changes that are coming and will come. You are building a great Universal society founded
on and with Divine Will. As you shall be, so shall your society, your world be. Your
thoughts and concepts and ideas and actions...remember?
I urge you to grow and evolve into Divine Will and The Law of One. Do not repeat the
mistakes of the past. Do not create a future based upon old, destructive values. Be God on
Earth. Be Divine Will with and within you all as one. This is the goal that shall sustain you
onto perpetuity as the shining jewel of My Universe of Nebadon. This is what you are
meant to be. You are all My children and I love you. You cannot let me down or fail Me, for
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in the annals of infinity and eternity, all of you will evolve into perfect and divine unity and
power and light and life and love = eventually. This is an opportunity, a Divine opportunity
for you to create, in partnership and conjunction with Divinity, the ability to do that now.
Do not fail yourselves. I AM with all of you but to what avail if you are not with each other?
The time comes, it is near. You will get there and you will see it and you will be there to do
it, to be it.
Do not fail yourselves and do not fail each other. I promise not to fail you.
That is all to say for now
I leave My Light, Love and Wisdom with all who read these words with an open heart and
mind, and that sincerely desire to do the Will of The Paradise Father, First Source and
Center of All Things, I AM THAT I AM.
By The Name and Power of The ONE, ALL THAT IS
I, even I AM
CHRIST MICHAEL ATON, SOVEREIGN CREATOR AND RULER OF NEBADON IN
ORVONTON.

K: Thanks Boss...i really enjoyed this one.............
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The required public announcement to Al CIA DUH
By Esu and Kibo
# 31 Oct 4, 2010

Candace: I am in great debt to Kibo today for coming out again. I am still in a not so great
mental and physical state, but improving. This past 8 days was pretty awful. Today I also
heard from S333 about some plans already manifested against one group of thugs, the
ones directly responsible for my recent problems. There may be a couple typos of Kibo's
yet in this piece I did not see. If I see them later, I will fix them, time is imperative to get this
up.
October 4, 2010
Esu: Well, it‘s about time you picked up! We‘ve been bugging you for weeks! Why do you
keep insisting on mental conversations? We thought you liked doing this.
K: I do, but i‘m out, as it were. No more updates, from CM at least and all and the rest
seemed pretty well covered by everyone else. What was the point? Things have moved
along quite well without me putting your two cents in through me.
Esu: Well you get a dollar today. How‘s that? There‘s a lot going on. You might as well give
the word.
K: What is so important? Things are falling apart and patched up with duct tape as usual.
The people who care pay attention. The people who don‘t...don‘t.
Esu: you know very well that you are in a gate right now. Wouldn‘t you like to know what‘s
coming?
K: Between the 1st and the 10th, yes, i know. I don‘t really care what‘s coming anymore. I
just want the thing to be over and done with now, this very moment and every moment that
passes stealthily by, you know that. I‘m dealing with this project you initiated and dealing
with expanding my consciousness about consciousness. If you‘re taking care of business,
fine. If something‘s gone wrong or there are more delays and promises to be broken...i‘d
rather not know and don‘t care and if that‘s the case, come back later when you have
something else to talk about. I have enough situations to deal with.
Esu: Everything is fine and all promises are able to be kept. But something big is coming
and we thought you should know and perhaps tell a few people?
K: Fine, what‘s all the hubbub, bub?
Esu: Stasis will be implemented as a direct result of actions of terrorism that shall be
perpetrated by your American government‘s dark cabal and their numerous minions in
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tandem with their similar cohorts all around the world, particularly England, Europe, Israel,
elements of the Arab Mideast as well as Asian factions. This is proving to be a very
coordinated and conglomerate attempt to shirk their agreements that have recently been
made with our Earth Allies and the Galactic Federation that would force them to stand
down yet bow out gracefully with a minimum amount of damage to themselves, their
futures and their souls, those that have them.
Under the circumstances they are planning to pull what they think is a ‗Pearl Harbor‘ on us
and catch us off guard and by surprise. It is planned that attacks of mass destruction will
be carried out all over the world within a 24 hour or one day period of time. It is felt that this
will give them the proper justification to publicly band together their forces to combat this
worldwide threat. This will allow for all the major powers to declare martial law as they go
in to capture and kill this enemy within their midst. They are declaring all out war upon the
peoples of the world for the sake of their own ends and preservation.
We are here to tell them that their plans are already known. We were there with them when
they made, from beginning to end. We know who and what and where and when and how.
But it is because of ‗why‘ that we are forced to act. Such an act of planned genocide
against one‘s own people, as well as others, is a gross violation as well as a perversion of
universal, galactic and Divine Law and cannot be tolerated. We are well prepared to make
a first strike at every faction and force that is aligned with this abominable course of action.
We have the full permission of Source and the full support of the governmental powers of
the superuniverse of Orvonton.
Ye ones will not be allowed to destroy this world and it‘s peoples. There has been enough
of this and you have been allowed to plunder and prosper for so long that you have
convinced yourselves that you have been privileged with the right to do so and you believe
that the right to do so and be so is natural due to your self perceived superiority. But this is
a lie that you refuse to let go of.
Your former masters have left you for even they knew what laws not to transgress and that
the breaking of holy and cosmic agreements and oaths would result in their utter
destruction sooner, rather than later. Yet to persist, out of desperation, to struggle even
against the example of these whom you once worshipped with such fervor, which some of
you still do even though there are no more answers or favors in return.
You have been abandoned and for good reason. The choice was given to you to do the
same and forgo the process of all this pain and the inevitable end of not just failure and
destruction, but for so many of you, being totally annihilated in uncreation. Yet you prefer
this to recognizing the sovereignty of the Lord, Creator and Master Son of this universe,
Christ Michael Aton in Nebadon and so it is for you have made it so repeatedly and so it
must be and yet you would even hasten that end which you fear so much by
contemptuously and pridefully planning and intending to manifest the deaths of billions of
His children under the mistaken belief that once it has started, it will be allowed to continue
to it‘s end and at that end We will simply bow out and respect your power and your ability
to use it? Is that how you put it?
―They will learn. They will know better than to ever fuck with the likes of us. They think
they‘ve seen evil? They‘ve never seen evil like we‘re going to unleash on these pompous
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fools and their sooo endearing, fat, stupid, foolish little worthless pieces of shit meat!‖ Is
that how you put it? You think we‘ll just leave you to it then? We‘ll just go away because
we couldn‘t stop you?
We can and we are doing it.
We are with you and around you, surrounding you. We are right next to you, right now, as
you read this. We watch everything you do...everything. We feel no shame for you as you
perform and think and feel your daily perversions and abominations. You have no shame,
no remorse, no regret other than that things have not been easier for you. That the peoples
did not just bow down to you by their nature as chattel to serve your ends, your whims,
your pleasure.
So it is with clear minds and hearts that We move against you. Our ships have been
moving in closer and closer. Ships you have not seen before. Power you have not
witnessed. They are here and still they come and they will keep coming until they fill the
whole of your skies, if need be. But you will not wait for that, will you? No matter.
We have all we need and then some, to deal with the likes of you. Do not think your little
toys will do you any good. We have let you play games with our little ones, our...‘toys‘ if
you will, though they are great and mighty ships of great intelligence and Spirit, living
beings devoted to service to The One.
There are still greater than these to deal with. We greatly thank these ones that have
served so well and so far and above the call of duty and ask them now to let pass a new
understanding of things that these dark ones have never seen nor have they ever
imagined, much less can they comprehend what they are now facing.
It is our duty to offer, once again, an opportunity for ye ones to turn your faces to the Light
of a new day and a new understanding of things and light and life. We offer again the
opportunity to surrender with honor and life intact. Ye ones must pay for your actions, you
know this, but there are those among you that might survive to continue the great journey
with just a small a thing as a change of heart and mind.
Forgive us if we do not wait for your answer this time. We have, indeed learned from you,
thank you for the knowledge of experience and now use that knowledge to the advantage
of our cause which is freedom of Gaia and her light seeking people and ascension for all
that are willing to grasp it.
We know that you will not stop or deter yourselves from this path. We were obligated to let
you know where we stand, in public.
So while you set up shop, hire mercenaries to play pirate in the gulf and scare the people
away from the areas where you intend to operate. While you search for a way to disarm
the defense that We have set up for Iran...and oh, dear ones, what makes you think that
they are powered by their nuclear reactors? Sending in computer viruses to mess with their
operations, while it has proved to be a headache for them, has not exactly gained you the
results you had hoped for, have they?
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Still, you are trying to convince the world that the grave, worldwide threat, that you
invented and promulgated and perpetuated beyond reason, is valid and real... that a vast
system of terrorist networks have banded together to hold the world hostage and in
blackmail, as you plan on presenting it.
We also know that, if all else fails, you plan on revealing to the public the existence of a
wave of alien invaders that have been intent upon rendering all earth defense weapons
useless in order to take over the earth for colonization and so you are doing everything that
you can to goad us into a first strike position.
We have considered your offer and have decided to oblige you in this fantasy. However,
you should know that when we come, it will be for you personally...all of you and there will
be nowhere for you to run and hide. We will always know where you are and will always be
able to retrieve you at times and places of our own choosing.
We have no wish or need to engage your military forces or to cause needles deaths by
responding to your attacks in kind. They will never see us. You will never see us until it is
too late. We will show you just a small part of what we are capable of simply as an
example to ye ones that all of your plans are futile and will come to less than naught. You
know very well what is coming and have been informed of the parameters for when. What
you do not know is how and the where of it is of no concern.
You will not be allowed to implement the dozen or so attack scenarios you have
envisioned.
You will not be allowed to assassinate those leaders that are honestly and sincerely
working with us or for the good of the respective peoples and against your machinations of
global control.
There will be no more false flag operations. No more planned uprisings. No more mass
destruction.
These things have not work out well for you in the past anyway. We‘re doing you a favor.
Please to remember that it would be a simple thing to place the planet in stasis, round all
of you up wherever you are, either individually or in groups, and take you away for good. It
would seem to others that you disappeared in the blink of an eye.
And so it would be.
The choice is no longer yours to make.
We ask you to stop, cease and desist now, just to make it easier on yourselves. But either
way, we are coming for you and time is short as you reckon it. The deadline is near and
we‘d like to tidy up all the loose ends before the big event.
Kibo: Just thought you should know, huh?
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Esu: More like reminded. They have yet to see what we are truly capable of. We have
come to the decision that it is something that they desperately want to experience. They
are hanging themselves with rope that they‘ve given themselves. We did not have to help
in any way.
But Source mandates that their removal from the field of operation is acceptable and
supported and left up to the will and timing of Christ Michael who has given the go ahead
at the first sign of intent to complete any or every planned situation or event.
Kibo: You sure you want me to deliver this?
Esu: Absolutely. Just stick it out of the cave and someone will pick it up and deliver it.
Kibo: well, we‘ll see how it goes. I‘ll throw it in for you. Say hello to everyone for me, give
them my best.
Esu: It‘s already done. The love, light and protection of The One and His Christ Michael
Aton of Nebadon be with and upon you.
Kibo: You too, chief.
Esu: Chief, now, am I?
Kibo: Hey, you‘re my direct supervisor, right?
Esu: I am your friend and brother who loves you.
Kibo: but i can still call you chief, right?
Esu: If it makes you happy. Always with the job labels for you.
Kibo: Just doin‘ my job, right?
Esu: As we all do in service as service. There are no ‗perks‘ as you like to call them.
Service for service‘s sake is perk enough.
Kibo: Gotcha‘ on that one. No problem. I‘m here if you need or want me.
Esu: And so this message goes out. We shall talk as we always have. This won‘t happen
too much but know that it is appreciated.
Kibo: Anything i can do that is helpful, I am grateful...so thanks.
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Time To Say Goodbye & Go Forth in Confidence, Joy
and Knowing
By CM and Esu with Kibo, and Esu thru John
# 32 Oct 27, 2010

Time To Say Goodbye
They've been telling me this for a few days now.......
what have i to say goodbye to?
the end of the old?
puh-lease....i've been ready
so
tonight i get this:
CM and Esu:
Tell the dark that it is time to say 'Good-Bye'.
That's it? i ask
CM: Tell them it's over.
Esu: We're mopping up. It will still seem like forever for you since ye ones want everything
we say to happen yesterday, but everything is happening while we speak and bodes well
for our efforts and Source will see us complete with room to spare before the deadline.
CM: So keep doing what you're doing, know that all is well and stay positive and observe
very carefully everything that happens, both large and small.
Esu: Things are ongoing, of course, but even the most fluid of changes results in our favor.
There is nothing that they can do to change the outcome or the timing of it..so please be so
kind as to tell them that it is time to say goodbye.
k: Will do...soooo...we're good then? I'm good, we're good, we're all good?
Esu: In the sense that you mean it, yes. It's all good.
k: alrighty then. thanks for everything by the way. I appreciate it greatly, as i'm sure many
others do, as well.
CM: We appreciate you all, as well, and thanks for taking the message.
k: My pleasure. See you soon?
Esu: Pretty much [turns to CM] Wouldn't you say?
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CM: Yes, I'd say so...soon enough...not worry.
k: okay, well, keep in touch, there's still this other stuff to go over...
CM: Of course
Esu: Not a problem
10 26 2010
.................................................. ....................................
and so
that's it
short and sweet
all love and light to you guys
I AM
kiboDabi

************************
Go Forth in Confidence, Joy and Knowing
10/27/10, 8:30 am
After rereading and contemplating Kibo's latest, I felt Esu nearby and took the following
message.
----------------------------------------Esu:
As Kibo's most recent message has stated, we're nearly done with this stage of activity.
The scenarios that see this complete vary but yes, you may be assured and you may have
faith that the great transition is upon us.
So be prepared as you are guided, to part with much of what you see and witness today
and be ready for the new: new experiences, challenges, opportunities for service and
growth.
You lightworkers that are gathered here that have awakened to the degree that you have,
you are to be commended. Nearly as a rule, you are not seen as "successful" in this
current confused and backward realm but so be it. In these days to come you will
sustainably co-create with us in the ways that are in alignment with source.
A new day is dawning, the long dark night recedes, the fresh winds of empowered change
are blowing. And we join hands with you now in manner that is no longer only etheric but in
physicality -- and in every other conceivable manner -- We Are With You.
Today you may go forth in confidence, go forth in joy, go in knowing, THAT WE ARE
HERE.
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Let the power of the universe energize you today with this message of LOVE from Esu,
Christ Michael, First Source, and all who are involved in this transition and beyond.
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Kibo's NEW website, for authors.
By Candace
# 33 Nov 11, 2010

http://www.authorsmark.com/aboutus.html

Greetings and welcome to my website!
I am L.A. Webber and I am an author! Well, kind of. I‘ve had a poem or two published.
Mostly in one of those books that offer to print you ‗if you qualify‘, in some sort of anthology
which is available for purchase from them along with certificates, a plaque or trophy, if you
choose to purchase that also...you get the picture.
At present, I have one book finished, one in progress and one collecting dust on the shelf. I
have numerous short stories and poems here and there. What I don‘t have is a lot of
money to spend on paying others to print up books for me. I don‘t have the type of
personality where I can take a crate of self-published books and hawk them to my family,
friends, neighbors and strangers. I don‘t have money for an agent and after a few rejection
notices I figured that maybe I should just write for pleasure and keep my day job. That was
years ago.
Recently, I was thinking that maybe I should try again. It occurred to me that nowadays,
people sell books online. Seemed like a good idea. I checked around for a few good spots
and found some nice ones. But I noticed something. They‘re all very crowded. How do you
get noticed on a website with 10,000+ other authors? I‘ve seen sites where you get special
consideration if you pay extra to join their gold club or become a platinum or diamond
member. That‘s nice if you can do that, but what if you can‘t? What if your book isn‘t listed
on Amazon? What if you don‘t have your own website? What if you just want to put your
work up for sale on a good site with a reasonable price? What if you want to be where
there is enough room to get noticed? What if you could get paid directly from that website,
from your own page on that website? What if you could keep 100% of your profits?
What if I built that website for you? Mind you, I‘m no computer whiz. I took some classes,
studied up and found out that my programming skills are...well, not that great. But I was
convinced that this could be done. It might take a while, but I could do it.
That book that I have finished already? I did it the old fashioned way, on a typewriter.
Yeah, it was that long ago. It will be awhile before it‘s ready to put up here. But, what about
the rest of you out there that have your stuff all ready to go? I have friends that write. I
know people that write poetry and short stories and plays and novels and movie scripts.
What about them? What about you? What do you want in a website that is there to do one
thing, help you sell your work?
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I want you to be able to sell what you have, the way it is. I want you to be able to sell your
stories. I think your PhD dissertation should sell. I think that there are millions of people out
there that will buy your graphic novel and your manga, comic books and comic strips. I
think that that really great poem you wrote would make a great poster. Your short stories
are worth at least a dollar to thousands of people. I‘ve seen some good stuff out there and
it‘s not on the bookshelves of Border‘s or Barnes and Noble and it isn‘t offered by them
online. More and more people are looking to the internet to find works of art that can‘t be
found anywhere else.
There are great stories out there that deserve to be seen. There are stories that aren‘t so
great but there‘s a line, a phrase, a chapter or setting in them that just strikes people with a
thought that stays with them for the rest of their lives.
That‘s what writing is all about. Connecting with the human word in ways that other arts
can not through use of spacing, spelling, turning a phrase, typing the feel of it, feeling the
energy of the written word as a power unto itself! I wanted a place where that could be felt,
where people as readers and writers – artists- could meet and connect and relate. A place
where they could share their thoughts and feelings, their perceptions, in order to create
more...better...deeper...a place where such relationships could evolve into a force of
greater perception and higher understanding....This is what Authorsmark.com is all about,
being a place where authors of all types can make their mark upon the world.
I AM determined to make this a great experience for all involved. As time goes by and if
enough people are interested, a forum can be added on for authors to keep in better touch
with their readers. There is also a plan in place for readers and authors to be able to share
their thoughts on what they want to see in the works that they desire. Plot suggestions,
philosophies, theories, story lines, suggestions and services desired and available would
all be a part of this open club experience. Advertisement of the site will be offline as well as
online and will grow as the site grows. I will do everything possible to give you an
opportunity to be seen. If you can let them know that you are at Authorsmark.com, I can
make sure that they know where Authorsmark.com is.
Thank you for being here and for being a part of this experience!
Sincerely,
I AM
L.A.Webber – Author And Owner of Authorsmark.com
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To The Final Four-Targeted Message
By CM et all via Kibo
# 34 Nov 29, 2010

From CM:
And Esu
Siraya
S333
Et al.....
To: The Final Four:

Well, here We are. You find yourselves at a final crossroad, knowing full well that there is
only one outcome for you, complete and total loss of any illusions of power and influence.
Your financial resources are gone and the rank and file minions in your employ are
deserting your ship like the rats that they are. Your ship is not sinking, it has already sunk.
We realize that you still refuse to surrender yourselves to the higher authority that WE
represent, which you refuse to recognize. We also realize that you know it is over. Still, the
fact that you see uncreation or the void as your only options in all of this is incorrect and
born of fear of justice and retribution for what the things you have done.
We will not go into a litany of those unspeakable acts at this time, that shall come later with
the announcements that stand before you as you read these words. We have offered you
mercy in the form of starting over, many times, and that option, for you, is still on the table.
However, We feel that your present.....competition, that you have established among
yourselves as the last remaining ones cannot be tolerated.
It is a vain and selfish thing to think that the last one of you that remains standing at the
end shall go down in the annals of time and space and history as a dark legend. It is
ludicrous and ill-informed. The future that you speak of so boldly, has no thought or
reference to you at all, not even a footnote.
Those that have been remembered have been remembered for their ability to surrender in
those last few remaining moments to My Universal Sovereignty and to Divine Overcontrol
in order to establish their journey on the Great Path of Light and start over with a clean
slate. THEY are the ones that are remembered. Those that had chosen the void are
embraced when they forget the darkness and embrace the Light within themselves. Those
that were uncreated have been completely forgotten and there is not even the existence of
a thought of them for anyone to experience. You shall be as if you never were.
So this bet you have made between yourselves to see who will be the last man standing ,
WE have deemed to be the stupidest thing you have ever done, and that‘s saying a lot,
considering.
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So WE have decided to let you know that WE have decided to pick you all up at once, no
matter where you are or how far apart you are from each other. No matter how deep you
try to bury yourselves or how many forces you scare into being cannon fodder for you, WE
shall simply appear to each and every one of you directly, all at the same time, and deliver
you all to the same place with no one to say that they were first or last.
We realize that this will piss you off even more than you are already, but you should know
by now that We are not without our own sense of irony and good humor and it makes no
sense to let anyone think that any of you evil idiots can have anything that you want, at all,
anymore.
Your plans and attempts to start this or that and promote more negativity and fear, anger
and violence, means nothing, and will gain you neither time nor another breath of life. What
you are seeing is happening with or without you. It is happening because of you and in
spite of you and there is nothing you can do or say about it that will have any effect or
meaning.
That is all.
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Submitting to Divine Overcontrol
By CM thus Kibo
# 35 Dec 9, 2010

ahoye!
i was about to write a message to a friend on the subject of control, having considered it for
awhile and deciding that siding with and supporting and working for the Light of PAPA and
CM also meant submitting to Divine Overcontrol and control. I wanted to help them see
that control is not always what you think it is......when this happened.
CM: You didn‘t think We‘d let you do this by yourself, did you?
Kibo: Well, I thought i had a pretty good handle on the subject. Didn‘t see any reason to
bother YOU with it.
CM: Be that as it may, it is a sensitive subject and needs to be done correctly. You are
dealing with an aspect of The Hierarchy that is not usually considered in the public mind.
You are considering Divine Will as a matter of Overcontrol and if you are going to write it
down then assumptions cannot be made. WE would prefer to let this aspect of Our work be
considered for what it is. WE feel that it is a good time to allow the public mind the
opportunity to choose their allegiances as individuals based upon these lines of
consciousness that are firm in determining the procedures for separation in the time of
Harvest.
Kibo: I was only considering control and received and opened a packie that stated that all
things are overcontrolled. I remember in the wingmakers that the Elohim were concerned
only with sovereignty and that the Spiritual Hierarchy was considered a control factor or
mechanism or entity. I considered this and decided that it makes sense. This is a war, a
war over control of consciousness. This is a realm of duality and duality demands control.
There can be only one controller and so there is conflict. Republican and Democrat, rich
and poor, black and white, male and female...it‘s all divide and conquer. The dark work to
keep control and the light works to destroy that control...
CM: The dark were never in control.
Kibo: Looked that way to me.
CM: Their control is based on smoke and mirrors. It is an illusion. It was always an illusion
and it allows them to act with impunity as long as the people they seek to control are keep
ignorant. Treating the people like a mushroom farm, as you have called it, has allowed
them to reap the benefits of their fruits. That fruit has turned more and more rotten as time
has passed and now there is no pleasure in it for them, only labor and struggling to keep
the illusion of their matrix system in front of the people so that they do not see what is
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behind it. But that is becoming more and more difficult and they are losing resources at an
exponential rate and it is all spiraling out of their control.
What you are considering is that there must be control. If the dark are not in control, what
does that leave? If the Light is in control, does that still not make it control?
Kibo: Well that does raise a question or two. There has to be control. This is war and the
war seems to be about who is going to be in control, man or God.
CM: The war, on a galactic scale, has been about whether there should be control at all.
The whole notion of ‗do as thou will‘ started long before Crowley. Lucifer wanted to be a
controller. He wanted autonomy. He wanted a realm where there was no control or need
for control. He felt that the destructiveness would balance itself out and that there would
exist a happy medium between the freedom to act and the consequences of that freedom.
He wanted free will without consequences and had to watch the consequences that he did
everything to deny, assail him and his people from every side. Add that to the fact that he
could never ensoul them no matter what he tried and all that he had left was his anger and
denial which developed into hatred and destruction for the sake of destruction. In the end,
he could not accept or admit his failure and defeat and held out even to the moment of his
uncreation.
Source is in control of all things. It can be no other way. As representations of Source, we
also represent that control. Much as parents that try to guide their children to the do the
right things, as much as WE lead by example, there are still times when strictness is in
order and limitations must be enforced. WE don‘t punish or ‗spank‘ because there are
already overcontrol mechanisms in place for that as all must suffer the consequences of
their actions, for better or for worse. Everything is it‘s own reward, as you like to put it. Still,
as kind and compassionate and merciful as We are, We do indeed, still represent a
controlling force. I AM the God of My own universe, should I not be in control of it? You
have been a teacher. Are not teachers expected to control the behavior of their students?
Kibo: I was never good at that. I was a very bad teacher. I was never into control. It is all I
can do to control myself, much less, another.
CM: So you have ended up with chaotic classrooms simply because you were unable or
unwilling to establish a means of control? Well, I can. This whole thing comes down to,
again – Who do you want to be in control, God or man? It is as simple as that. Are you
willing to submit to the overcontrol of the Creator of ALL THAT IS? Are you willing to
submit to My control of The Universe of My Own Making?
For all of Our support and respect for the sovereign freewill of any individual, WE will not
let that freewill stand in the way of ascending this planet and this universe. If Gaia and
Nebadon are to be settled in Light and Life, then there must be a method and a measure of
control to ensure that will happen. It is not a matter of waving a magic wand or twitching
our noses, there are natural and established energies and forces at play. Things must be
allowed to progress in accordance with those energies and forces. Our intervention is
simply a matter of taking that which is out of balance and allowing it to become balanced
again.
If this means that there are people that must be removed, then so be it. If it means putting
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the planet into stasis, then so be it. WE do not instigate attacks but WE are more than able
to answer to them. We do not force people to serve the Light, but WE are able to allow
those that serve of their own freewill and accord to enjoy and experience service in a world
that is no longer under dark influence and an opportunity to ascend to a state of being
where control is no longer an issue. As local universes become settled in Light and Life,
Hierarchal control is replaced by the discipline of Sovereign individuals of Divine Mind that
stand in absolute control of themselves. This is what WE seek and to this end do WE direct
our efforts and energies.
I have heard much from many of you concerning how you feel about this or that being
violations of your sovereign free wills and while WE make no effort to abuse you in any
way, make no mistake that these actions will be taken in spite of your feelings on the
matter. Your wills have been violated over and over by the dark and when WE come to set
things straight in the most expedient ways available, you resist us claiming freewill as an
excuse. Trust Me, little ones, you will still and always have your precious free will, but will
you be willing to pay the price of it?
Resistance is not futile, but it will delay your progress to the very shores of The Paradise
Isle. WE offer you the opportunity to progress unhindered by the things that you have
known in the past and those that act upon this offer will reap the rewards of it. I AM aware
of the many that do not believe in these things and have their own belief systems to adhere
to as well as those that want nothing to do with the dark nor with US. Ye may have it your
way, but in the end, all will have to deal with US as WE are large and in charge.
The renegades of the Galactic Wars were of the same mind as many of ye ones and even
they came to a point where they recognized that there is a need for control in their own
ranks. As time progressed, they came to see the benefits of Our Way and the joys of
mutual service to each other for the sake of all and the benefit of every one and while their
desires are mostly similar to those of you that expect some magical solution to all of this
that will allow you to gain without pain, it simply cannot be so. There will be those that will
be pained by the final consequences of their actions and the effects that their actions and
state of being has caused for them, as well as for others. This is all actually quite fair and if
the fairness of it is a source of discomfort for ye ones, then ye ones should be looking deep
into your own souls to see what you have done and what you have become and change
whatever it is within ye that you can change before the moment of finality comes to
pass...and it will come to pass, rest assured of that, for it is moving upon you as We speak
and as you read these words.
Kibo: When all seven superuniverses become settled in Light and Life, will PAPA still
maintain overcontrol?
CM: There is no other way for existence to be without that overcontrol. How can a being
that is ALL THAT IS AS ONE not maintain self-control? WE are not asking ye ones to do
anything that WE have not done. The only difference being status as descending or
ascending beings. Just as descending beings must perfect control of their selves, so must
ascending beings. As SOURCE declares that We should all be perfect even as SOURCE
is perfect, so must We all endeavor to be in absolute control of our selves.
The sense of this should be plain and clear. Ye ones that wish to hold the powers and
skills and abilities that populate your legends and myths must come to grips that these
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things are attained. They are earned. You cannot hope to hold them in actuality until your
potential for control of them is actualized. If ye are to be the gods of the new universes,
then ye must learn what it is to hold such force and power and use it in service to
SOURCE and your universe creation. You will learn these things by and by and earn the
right to your own creation and the administration of it. Let one of your first lessons be that
administration is an act of ministering and that is an act of service. Remember I told you
that, it is one of the first things they tell you when you begin your training in earnest on the
Paradise Spheres of the Havona Circuits.
Kibo: Sooooo....this whole thing, in some way or aspect, is all about choosing who you
want to be controlled by, God or man?
CM: It‘s more of a matter of if you want to live by the awareness or consciousness, the
philosophy, if you will, of either controlling force. This boils down to service to self vs.
service to others. This has been spoken of a number of times, but seldom as a method or
measure of control. WE do not force anyone to choose service to others. The dark are not
beyond using force to make peoples minds up for them. This is one of the reasons why
WE are endeavoring to spread the concept of the heart centered personality
consciousness. The dark can control your minds and cause you to be separated from your
spiritual heart. But they have no inroads to control of such a heart that is dedicated to
service to others for the sake of serving The One that is ALL THAT IS.
When you define yourself as a spiritual being and let your mind be balanced by your heart,
you are combining love and light as one. This creates a path for your Father Fragment, as
well as My own spark within you, to access your soul personality and so your mind, heart
and spirit may be as one. You increase as a spiritual being and your progress is made that
much quicker and easier. When your original DNA is returned to you this will be easier to
attain. Those that have attained it beforehand will have a great head start and WE will be
tapping many of these ones for assignments and accelerated training during stasis and in
the world to come.
Kibo: and that two week thing?
CM: Esu would be the first to tell you that that as an intelligent estimation based on many
factors that haven‘t changed. But, for now, things still look good in that direction. There are
options and issues on the table that WE would also like to explore and implement before
time runs out. All I can tell you is that WE will see what WE can do.
There is not much left to do, really, several bigwigs have joined us on the ground to
experience firsthand what is happening. They are rolling up their sleeves and getting their
hands dirty for the first time and they are getting a real education about what WE have
been dealing with. Their response to how they are being treated by the last, remaining
cabal members, is not as generous as mine and so they are going to great lengths to make
sure that any last remaining obstacles of obstinacy are removed with all due haste with
little regard for any concerns the dark have about their own position and place in things. I
admit that it is rather validating to be asked how I dealt with it for so long. They see now
just how hard earned our progress has come. But with these new personalities in the mix
there is no reason to hold back anything. The tilt is progressing, albeit slowly, and all is
well.
So continue to watch everything that transpires, both large and small, with great interest,
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especially to details. Fear not and worry not.
[to the dark] Missiles fired at cloaked ships with dampening fields are of no concern. WE
are here in force and there is nothing to be done about it. Nuclear devices, no matter the
size, are not allowed and the consequences are swift and terrible, so feel free to speed
things up for us.
WE are sticking to OUR plan and the only deviation allowed is your instantaneous removal
for making the slightest move of any kind in your vain attempts to further delay the
inevitable. I can tell you that you have pissed off the wrong people and so I AM no longer
bound by any limitations in options and actions from Orvonton or Havona. We were well on
Our way already. This does nothing but help, so thank you for that. We will see all of you
very soon, rest assured. [end of targeted message]
Kibo: I do believe You‘re smiling.
CM: I AM and you all will see why very soon. Please stop letting your expectations get the
best of you in your impatience. This is no time to fall apart at the seams. Let US do what
must be done the way it must be done when it must be done and to whom it must be done
to.
Kibo: As long as it gets done and I‘m sure it‘s getting done and will be done....hey, I ain‘t in
Your way......
CM: No, you are not. Just stay out of your own way and you‘ll be fine.
Kibo: Yeah...I‘m working on that.
CM: Work harder.....
Kibo: Yes Boss...Sure thing, Boss...working on it......all good help is appreciated.
CM: and you have it. This is more than enough for tonight. We will talk more later. My Love
and Light and Protection is with you always. I AM with you all.
Kibo: thanks Boss. I AM with You as well, as are all of us who serve You and PAPA
CM: Good enough and thank you all for your love and service.
Kibo: cya
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Christ Michael asks of the High Councils, When is
Enough, Enough?
By CM via Kibo
# 36 Dec 9, 2010

Candace: this is Kibo's memory of a speech CM made to a higher Council at a meeting we
attended some time ago. You remember in a previous Kibo piece, it was mentioned the
bigwigs getting down here and rolling up their sleeves, or something to that effect. Some of
them are rolling up their sleeves by being amongst the fleet "clones", that have come in.
Did any of you watch the Barbara Walters Interview the other night with the President and
his wife. "Our Obama and Our Michelle" were the participants. it was a genuinely WARM
piece. This is not the "Michelle" that was seen dancing with the children in Indonesia or
India recently. The petition mentioned is a petition running on the forum.

Dear Boss:
I have no problem signing this petition. But we have already talked about this and I can
only assume that you are already aware of all of our feelings, thoughts, energies,
vibrations, frequencies and intent concerning the matter at hand and as even You so
eloquently put it in Your plea to the ‗Council Above‘:
“There comes a time when further talk is meaningless. We have spoken and
negotiated in good faith and still there is no end to the lies and treachery that We
have experienced at the hands of these last, few remaining members of the darkest
of cabals. 2000 years ago I promised, as well as Esu, to return to this, the planet of
My bestowal, to finish the mission that I started and that promise has been kept.
Never let it be said anywhere that any Michael Son has reneged on any promise that
He has made to any of His children and I will not be the first to do so. I, even I, with
the full knowledge of Source Eternal and with It‟s Blessing, have promised to these,
My faith Sons and Daughters of Gaia and the realm universal of Nebadon, that
before the end of this local, human calendar year that I would finish what I started
and remove the overwhelming dark influence that was allowed to plague this planet,
forever from it‟s field of possible effect.
The cries from these, My faithful Lightworkers has been steady these many years in
their hope and need for relief and though We have made much progress, what is
there that they can point to that they may be able to say: There is the Glory of God in
The Highest?
There comes a time when the fruit of our labours must be made evident and plain for
all to see that all who have had a hand in the harvesting of it may eat of it in
celebration and joy that comes at the end of the good season. And has this season
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been good? We have lost many to the dark that We thought We would keep and We
have learned from that.
We have awakened as many souls to the Lighted Truth of Life as possible and still
find an overwhelming number of those that choose to slumber while they are
surrounded by all adversity.
I ask you, when is enough, enough? At what point do We offer to those faithful ones
the relief that they cry out for daily? With so many delays of promised events and
explanations and admonishments and encouragements that offer nothing more than
an ability to hold on in good faith to things unseen, at what point are We to say that
enough is enough? No longer should these faithful ones be allowed to suffer for the
sake of suffering.
As Source has declared the final line of reckoning, so do I aim to keep it. I have
promised these, My loving servants and co-workers, an end to their suffering and I
refuse to let that suffering be in vain.
There is nothing more to gain by waiting until the last moment to procure just one
more soul. That the conditions We seek, should and can be met by announcements
alone and so the time spent making announcements is time well spent.
Let us move up the timetable to remove the dark and set elements and actions in
motion now, that will only make our efforts after stasis that much easier to
accomplish and give all involved, the sleeping and the awake, the dark as well as the
light, the final opportunity to quicken their progress to whatever ends they choose.
All matters will still be settled by the deadline and all will have a final opportunity to
choose the direction of their progress irregardless of where they are to be sent and
that will and can only serve to accelerate their return to the levels of glory which
they will, someday, regain.
But We owe a debt to these faithful ones that have sacrificed life, limb and spirit to
hold onto and anchor the energies of light and love that have made all of this
possible. We could not have done this without each other. So it behooves Us to do
everything in our power to ensure that the promises that have been made are kept
and to finally offer the proof of the eating of the pudding that We all so desperately
crave, for are not even We of the Celestial Realms, tired of these endless games that
are played over and over by these dark minions that even Anu has declared must be
left to suffer the effects of the causal mechanisms of their own devices? If even their
former master feels that they must be forced to recognize and submit to The Divine
and Holy Will of The One, who are We to keep striving over and over to give them
just one more chance to effect willing capitulation and cooperation? It ain‟t gonna
happen!
If a wise human who struggled to do the Holy Will and uphold the Light and was
assassinated for his troubles, has the sense to ask: „ If not now, when? If not us,
who?‟ What have We to offer that is any better? We must have the right and power
to act with impunity released NOW!
I intend to act as I Will, Where I Will, When I Will, How I Will, with and to whom I will
with all whys and wherefores already in agreement with Source. Your support of this
is left up to you, but I AM offering You All, the experience of being in the thick of this
thing and clearing out the dark muck and mire and being able to say that You had a
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direct and physical hand in what is happening here and now for the Glory of The
One.
All Glory To The One And To The One All Glory.”
Kibo: We all know how the final vote on that turned out, as all the bigwigs on the ground
will attest.....
And so this petition should be nothing new to You and I can only suggest that You include
the members of the Higher Councils in the asking of this petition to give them further
motivation to get the job done with no more delay for the sake of all involved.
No more talk...Let actions speak for themselves!
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CM Undated and Untitled
By CM and Kibo
# 37 Dec 16, 2010

from CM = undated and untitled
Ahoye!
What follows is something that CM told me some time ago
i don't really remember when
feels like months......
anyway
HE said that i should post it now
and that it applies to all
with ears to hear
and eyes to see
and hands to hold
HE says that HE is also holding our hands
the hands of those that reach back to hold
the hand that HE reaches out to all of us
so
here it is
and please know
that all my consternation
has dissipated to nothingness
since then........(-k-)
[From CM = undated and untitled]
Kibo
Why such consternation?
Things are going well. How long? Not long.
You sit and watch all of this happen and you cannot see it?
All you have to do is sit still
Be still
And know
I AM
I AM WITH YOU
I AM WITHIN YOU
I AM AROUND YOU
I AM HOLDING YOU
I AM LOVING YOU
I AM SUPPORTING YOU
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I AM HOLDING YOU UP
I AM EMBRACING YOU WITHIN MY HEART
I AM HOLDING YOU ALWAYS
I AM TELLING YOU TO NOT FEAR
I AM TELLING YOU TO LET GO
I AM TELLING YOU TO LET ME DO
WHAT I AM DOING
I AM HELPING YOU
I AM MAKING A WAY FOR YOU
I AM BRINGING YOU
I AM TAKING YOU
I AM SHOWING YOU
I AM TEACHING YOU
I AM HELPING YOU TO HELP YOURSELF
I AM HELPING YOU TO LEARN
I AM HELPING YOU TO GROW
I AM HELPING YOU TO BE ALL
I AM HELPING YOU TO HAVE ALL
I AM HELPING YOU TO SEE
I AM HELPING YOU TO HEAR
I AM HELPING YOU TO BE
I AM YOU
YOU AND I AM
So be still
Be
Let it be
Wait and see
Something wonderful is going to happen...........
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okay = this one is an update
By CM, Esu etc. thru Kibo
# 38 Dec 18, 2010

okay = this one is an update....
Almost Midnight Friday Evening, December 17
Esu: Are you ready?
K: You asked me that once before and i told you i was and nothing happened to be ready
for. You have something better now?
Esu: You wound me, sir! What‘s the matter? I know you have no doubts that this is
happening as we speak.

K: Announcements and stasis....right. You changed things to include a ministasis for prebriefings and support which i thought was a great idea, btw, and now You‘re saying it might
not be necessary. Personally, i‘m disappointed. You‘re passing up a great opportunity, at
least for the ones that would be brought aboard for it. They deserve that and now they‘re
hangin‘ in the breeze waiting to see which way the wind blows on this thing.
Esu: AHHH, you thought you might be one of those and now you feel cheated?
K: i dare to dream. So sue me. Either way, go or no go, now nobody‘s going. I know it‘s not
my call and not my place to say i expect this or that because it ain‘t up to me, but still....ah
well, i guess You guys got things well in hand enough to say what‘s what and i‘m sure You
have your reasons. At this stage of the game, all i can do is be there and hope i‘m dressed
for the occasion in whatever way, shape, fashion or form it takes. I don‘t have to remind
You that I still have great expectations for what‘s left of this year.
Esu: There are promises to keep and they are being and will be kept. You are simply going
to have to trust in the process as it flows and in Our choices as to the direction of that flow.
Progress is not an issue nor is it a problem. Things are very much on track and so many
have been removed from their points of blockage that we‘ve had to readjust for the
increased speed of the effects that We have desired and intended to make manifest.

We are saving the most obvious and public ones for last and would like to be able to do so
openly and it is towards this end that we are working at this moment. Through a planned
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series of specific events that will fall like dominoes in a row, We fully expect to have
created circumstances that will prove our existence, as well as our benevolent intentions
and spiritual agenda according to the Will of Christ Michael in the universe of His own
making, which is one with the Will of First Source and Center.
[note* At this point CM comes in with some others and they discuss how best to present
the particulars of what needs to be said as precisely as possible...me? I‘m just waiting like
a good boy until they get back to me...hey; I‘ve got nothing better to do than this, y‘know?]
= 2222 hrs cst.
Group statement: 2233 hrs cst
Many people talk about disclosure. Many feel that disclosure alone is enough to blow the
lid off of whatever they feel the problem that needs to be disclosed may be. The truth of the
matter is that disclosure is just the tip of the iceberg. Disclosure is just the opening of the
lid. It is the causal reactions to such opening that must be measured in order to determine
the resulting effects which shall be causes in themselves; hence Esu‘s dominoes
statement.
We know that many are eagerly awaiting some form of UFO disclosure. However, what is
being prepared for you is yet another attempt at making us look like an invading force of
bad guys intent on dominating the planet and putting the U.S. government, [which is not a
government at all, but a corporation of thieves, prostitutes, drug dealers, child pimps,
Khazars, Zionists and Satanists],in the false light and hope of being viewed as the last
bastion of defense for the freedom of the world. Nothing could be further from the truth of
the matter.
Ashtar‘s show of numbers over Mexico was simply a test of the American Broadcast
System, which wholly succeeded in its duty to systematically squelch all knowledge of an
event so huge that, on truly civilized planets, it would have been a worldwide event to be
shown to everyone, in order for the peoples of the planet to decide as a whole, how they
would greet these visitors = in love and light, or fear and darkness. Yet even this freewill
choice is desperately imprisoned away from your sight, as far as possible....and therein lies
the rub for ye dark ones that remain.
What WE are witnessing now, or rather, have been witnessing these past few weeks, are
your desperate efforts to create a reactionary spin on every action that WE take and while
WE have left you with no time or opportunity to plan anything in advance and since WE are
carefully monitoring your plans that were already made and manipulating and controlling
them to our own advantage so that they come to naught towards your own ends; Still, it
behooves us to inform you that this most explosive matter concerning Our existence here
in fact, rests entirely in Our hands as to the methods and outcomes and timing and you no
longer have the people or resources to do as you have done in the past. Suffice it to say
that your squelching days are over.
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WE are now in the process of serving OUR interests, as well as the interests of the many
that have prayed to The God of Their Heart in Light and Love and Hope for True and
Divine Justice and the end to the global tyranny that has been forced upon them, with or
without their consent and/or knowledge = upon you corporate criminals and corrupt
moneychangers that give paper in exchange for gold that is not yours to have or keep. You
have reaped where you have not sown and called yourselves gods and have acted what
you thought was the part. Now WE are going to show you how TRUE GODS ACT!
CM: I AM but one of many Creator Sons and many are here right now to help out and pitch
in and lend a hand and a heart. There is much joy in the heavens as WE reach this one,
last, final act that will ring the death knell for all the vanity of power temporal that you hold
so dear. WE are ripping the lid off, letting the light out. The Dragon of Light is free and
unchained so that it may act! The Lion roars! The Gryphon soars! The Unicorn receives
again its wings! It is all let loose and is upon you! The united power of the heavens and the
earth, dearest Gaia, are now one and acts against you! It is done!
You will not and cannot react fast enough to cover all that is upon you. You have fought for
all that you are worth and you are spent and exhausted. WE see it. Deny it all you like but
you can no longer provide enough of a front to prove otherwise.
Please surrender quietly and with honor, like humans should and not like dying rabid dogs
that demand to be put down so that they may be put out of their misery. There is still a
chance for you, but if you insist, make no mistake....WE WILL OBLIGE!
That is all for now. Thank you for taking this message.
K: Wait a minute! I assume there are going to be announcements soon...but i have to
ask...with or without ministasis? Whether i‘m there or not, doesn‘t matter, but is it a done
deal or what?
Esu: Why is that so important to you? Don‘t you think that if WE have people coming up,
WE can do that with or without stasis?
K: You‘ve been too timid to land for that. That would take mass sightings. It‘s all well and
good with me if you want to do it that way. I assume that you guys already have that all
figured out if such is the case. I just want to know what to expect...fair warning and all
that.....y‘know.
CM: This should preclude the need for it and give US more time for formal announcements
and should actually help gain the cooperation of the peoples in preparation for the main
stasis, which is still necessary and will be done when all are prepared...and no - WE will
not wait on anyone to be considered prepared. If someone is of the mind to stall for some
reason, that would just be a symptom of why their destination is what it is and would just
go anyway when it is time. They‘re prepared, just, most likely, not too happy about it. There
is still a deadline and benchmarks that go with that and these cannot be stretched,
changed or altered in any way. Gaia will ascend and those that ascend with her will be
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ready. Will that do or do you want to hold out and bug US for something more definite that
you already know WE‘re not going to give you for obvious reasons?
K: *sigh* naaah.....i guess that‘ll do. You‘ll forgive me if I‘m looking for something definitive
to happen any day now and for, at least announcements to begin in earnest most definitely
before the end of the year...and preferably with room to spare on that? Today is fine with
me....
Esu: As well you should. Stay aware and stand in your light and let your heart lead you.
Your mind will follow your heart which in turn will follow your spirit which rests in THE ONE
as well as in Christ Michael Aton.

With that WE will take leave of you for this message. Know that WE reach out to all, but
can only touch and hold those who reach back.

Once We have grasped each other, WE will not let go...but if ye ones let go, of your own
freewill and accord, what can WE do, but keep our hands outstretched waiting upon your
return?

RETURN TO US, ALL YE ONES THAT HAVE LET GO OF YOUR FATHER‘S HAND
THAT WE MAY WALK TOGETHER INTO THE GLORIOUS FUTURE THAT AWAITS AND
THE WONDERFUL AND BEAUTIFUL DIVINE DIALOGUES THAT ARE TO COME!
WE LEAVE YOU WITH LOVE AND LIGHT AND TRUTH WITHIN YOU AND UPON YOU!
IN I AM
I AM
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treehouse 1=15=2011
By CM and Esu and Kibo
# 39 Jan 16, 2011

treehouse 1=15=2011
[lol! i was actually told to report to my own treehouse...........]

CM: SO! Here you are! I trust that you are happy with your circumstances as they stand
now?
K: I AM humbled and grateful to say the least. But why are we here, again? From what
You‘ve told me, this could just as well be a private conversation.
Esu: We just felt that this way was better. Besides, We haven‘t really enjoyed your
hospitality lately.
CM: Considering everything you‘ve been taught in the past few weeks, where would you
say you stand on things now?
K: I stand with You, with PAPA. You know that.
CM: But why? Even you told yourself that if things hadn‘t changed by the new year, you
would be leaving our fair company. What changed your mind?
K: I said I would be considering it, yes. I was highly disappointed and had to consider that I
was faced with an extremely devastating circumstance that would require me to rethink my
thoughts, feelings, opinions, beliefs and position and place in all of this. What was I
responsible for? This had to be my own fault. I must have gotten things wrong. There was
no way I was going to ever let it be said that a Master Son couldn‘t keep His promise. The
thought of it was unfathomable to me. The cause of such a situation had to be within
myself. The best thing to do would be to take the rap and disappear to suffer the fate of my
own making. There have been too many delays and disappointments. If I can be wrong
about this, I can be wrong about everything. I had to go over everything with a fine tooth
comb several times before I made up my mind as to my final position on things.
Esu: And if We told you that you got it right and nothing was your fault? That your
messages were, indeed, as given what then?
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K: Dude, Chief, if you can‘t count on a promise made by a Michael Son, what can you
count on? I made You look bad, not to mention that this is just another in a long line of
announcements and updates that have been changed or delayed or tossed out. I can deal
with the rising number of people that look at me and say ‗Dude, really?‘ and I‘m sure that
AH is used to taking the heat. But at some point, when God says ‗A‘, ‗A‘ should happen,
and on time, I might add. All I‘ve done is contribute to giving people more reason to doubt
You. I don‘t like that. It‘s not supposed to be that way.
CM: And how is it supposed to be?
K: I dunno....we‘re only as good as our word being backed up by action and the fulfillment
of our word.
You say a thing, a thing should be. We get enough broken promises from each other. We
expect better from You.
Esu: So you would prefer a half-assed job just for the sake of expediency?
K: No, of course not! It‘s just....
CM: And what have I told you about expectations?
K: Expectation leads to disappointment. One should flow with the moment as it turns into
the next moment and lead those moments into the direction that is needed or desired.
Every moment offers changes in momentum and adjustments must be made according to
those moment to moment changes. Even arrows and bullets are affected by the winds, just
as intentions are affected by the wind of changes. But You made promises that led us to
have expectations and all I can think is that I corrupted the message and the fault lies in
myself and couldn‘t possibly lay within You.
Esu: And WE say that you got the messages as given and things did not turn out as
promised. It is what it is and here We all are. But you were going to leave our gracious
company. Why did you stay?
K: Nowhere else to go. There was still nothing I could see that revealed any lying or
sudden departure from the direction that was taken from the beginning. Explanations
seemed reasonable and acceptable, at least to me they were. There was nowhere else
where I could find such an interactive connection and community in support of Divine Will.
My learning sessions were accelerated. My understanding increased. There was still
nobody asking for money for this or that, no advertising, no excuses...just a situation of
forging ahead and continuing to get the job done ...damn the torpedoes and full speed
ahead...and all that...the only other thing that was left for me was to go completely within
and appeal to PAPA for my true place in things, which I did.
CM: And how‘d that work out for you?
K: Amazingly well, actually! I‘m in a whole new place with a whole new and higher
perspective! I‘ve been made into something else and I can‘t thank you guys enough for
that. Once I saw things from this perspective, wild unicorns couldn‘t drag me away. I‘m
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here. I AM WITH YOU. CAPISCI?
Esu: And your fear of what loomed before you? What happened to that?
K: Didn‘t matter anymore. I wasn‘t happy about it and wasn‘t looking forward to it, but I
figured I‘d live through it so I just started preparing to drink that cup and let it be what it was
going to be. All that mattered was my place with You Guys, especially PAPA.
CM: And what happened?
K: What do you mean ‗what happened?‘ YOU bailed my ass out. That‘s what happened! A
miracle and a blessing to be sure and SOURCE Bless All Involved! But it‘s even better to
know that I have a place in all of this and that place is real...for real real. That means more
than anything. It‘s nice to know that I did something right, after all.
CM: And now you wonder why WE don‘t do this for everyone that has been so supportive
of this effort to affect the ascension of Gaia and procure the Great Harvest so that
enlightened humanity may forge ahead towards its Divine place and enter through The
Grand Portal?
K: Well, surely there are others that have done so much in support of The Light and the
raising of consciousness on Gaia and The Ascension of Gaia and of Your project and
PAPA‘s Will through You.
You‘ve done this for me. Surely You can do just as well, if not better, for others that are just
as deserving and more deserving than I AM. What would be the harm in letting blessings
and miracles abound for those that have chosen and traveled on The Great Path and have
given of themselves all that they could, doing The Great Work and living by and in the Will
Of The One?
Let it be said that in those last days that there were indeed, signs and wonders and
warnings and miracles and blessings and rewards and that each was given to according to
their works. Let everything be it‘s own reward. Those that have struggled to live by The
Way, let them receive the rewards of it now. Those that have lived in opposition to The
Way, let them also receive their just due. Let people see the consequences of their actions
and thoughts and feeling and intentions now. Let it be a testimony to all creation that the
sincere and loving children, the workers of God‘s estate are not cast aside to suffer
needlessly in faith without that faith being rewarded.
I know that you guys aren‘t here to solve our personal problems but surely the karmic
accounts would be enough to let people experience the rewards of their sincerity or
insincerity, as the case may be. It‘s one thing to tell people that they were off the mark, it‘s
another thing to let them experience just how far off the mark they are. Consider it an
object lesson for the sake of experience.
CM: So you would have Us open wide the vault of karmic balance and let people
experience the full affect and realization of their state of being? Let everyone be given their
just due now, all at once?
K: I don‘t really know all the details of how that works. When You say it like that it sounds
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chaotic. Maybe people wouldn‘t be able to take it. It would be too much for them. But isn‘t
that what‘s going to happen anyway? Even with the announcements, they might not be
feeling it. But hey, don‘t mind me. What do I know? It just seemed to me that, while all of
this is going on, it would be nice for people to see the rewards of living THE GREAT LIFE.
Too many people don‘t even think about it. But if you see all of these people that you‘ve
laughed at for years all of a sudden having the most wonderful and miraculous things
happening for them...well, it‘s got to make you wonder. It will make you wonder even more
when you realize that you and all the other people that either help perpetuate the dark
bullshit or just cooperated or surrendered or ignore it all just so they could be considered
acceptable and/or just live the best life they could without being ostracized.....let people
experience what it really means to live the life they‘re living. As they have given, let them
be given to. As they have taken, let them be taken from...that sort of thing. It‘s just a
suggestion. I AM not expecting You to just up and do it. I‘m just saying it would be nice.
Just sayin‘. Don‘t mind me.
Esu: We should do this for all the members of AHS?
K: Do this to everyone. There are many out there that are doing exactly what You and
PAPA need and want them to do and doing it right, that aren‘t members of AHS or even
know of or support AH.
There are members of AHS that may be......not so supportive....you know who‘s who and
what‘s what...do the math and act accordingly.
Esu: We tested you and rewarded you accordingly. Should We do this for everyone?
K: You do it all the time. People are tested everyday. All I AM saying is that maybe you
can....give a grade before announcements. We see it all the time anyway. Some guy just
won the lottery the day before his house was going to be foreclosed on. Great! A miracle
for sure! Does he give credit to God or does he just say it‘s luck? Stuff happens everyday.
People are saved everyday. People pay everyday. This doesn‘t change anything. All I‘m
saying is that, in these final days, let it be made perfectly clear what comes from where.
Let light and darkness be rewarded according to their just due and let people know that
this is the case.
A lot of people will be looking at the announcements screaming at the screen that You are
lying demons or aliens or whatever, simply because it won‘t jibe with what they‘ve based
their whole liives on. Let them see and feel and experience their misalignment, let them
know why they are experiencing what they are experiencing before the announcements
and they‘ll be feeling You a lot more than they would have.
CM: And you think that We are capable of doing all of this? You would like us to take
natural law and expedite it exponentially?
K: This is what I AM suggesting, yes.
Esu: And you think this would help?
K: Well...to me, that‘s not the question. The question I AM asking as a bottom line is:
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Would it hurt?
I mean, like, it wouldn‘t hurt, would it? Could it hurt to give it a shot, a try? I mean,
like...look, I‘m good. I get it and I realize that what I‘m proposing is totally out the box and
unnecessary and this thing will happen with or without such measures and that this would
just be something else to do at the bottom of a long list of things You already have to do. I
get that. I‘m not expecting You to do this, I just think that it would be nice, it could be a
good idea. Hey, it could be a bad idea. But it deserves to be brought up and put on the
table as something that would be nice to do. That‘s all I‘m saying. Okay?
CM: And if WE let this happen, then what?
K: As long as people know, really understand why such a thing that happened in their life,
happened, it will cause many to question and ponder why that why is. It won‘t always be
money. It can be relationships or spiritual gifts and skills or visions and manifestations or
whatever it may take for people to realize where they stand in relation to the First Source
and Center and to YOU. People can be cured or afflicted accordingly and let them realize
why. Let them be told in the way that impresses them the most. Let them be truly touched
by that ‗more to life‘ that they embraced or rejected.
Esu: To each according to their own, right?
K: Something like that. Don‘t mind me, I‘m just a worker with a big mouth who doesn‘t
know when to just say ‗Thanks‘ and then shut up.
CM: You were more confident about this when you addressed the council.
K: When I get up there, I AM I. Here, I‘m just me. I would, at least, like to find a full=time,
happy medium in being between the two.
Esu: Sometimes you do and sometimes you don‘t. You are learning, however, which is a
good thing.
K: To be sure. All this training while I sleep is doing something. Wish I could be more lucid
for the whole thing. Especially now that Lucid dreaming is considered so dangerous by the
government. Sigh.......I assume You‘ve got that whole operation covered? It‘s hard to see
what they‘re doing with their right-hand when their left-hand is so completely in your face.
CM: WE see what they‘re doing and it will come to naught since it‘s already been covered.
We can get to more before they begin and are dismantling the source of it so that will be
that and good riddance.
Esu: It was suggested that you have another party at the treehouse. WE think it‘s a good
idea. Do you think you can spare the time?
K: You know, YOU could give a party here just as well as I could. You don‘t need me for
that. But if You really want to use the place, just say when and we‘ll be there, though I think
it would help if you could help everybody invited to get there easily and help give the place
a little more clarity. I want the place to be more real to visitors so the experience will
anchor in and stay with them a little longer than just soul=envisioning would do. Is that
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possible?
CM: WE will see what WE can do towards that. With that, I think We can call it a day, don‘t
you?
K: You never said if that thing we discussed is doable. Also, with three items left on the list
and things progressing steadily, I can only assume that‘s why You want to have this party?
Esu: We can have the party on the 22nd of this month. This can be a prelude to the one
that will be experienced onboard ship. We know you‘d like a hologram simulation of the
treehouse island for that and one is being programmed. This will help us finalize that
program.
As far as the ‗thing‘ is concerned...When We were here in the bestowal incarnation, there
were many people that followed us around on our travels as word spread of our doings and
the seeming miracles that were experienced and witnessed and spread through the gossip
of the day.
Many were those that came to be fed and witness miracles with their own eyes. Many
came to see what they wanted to see and if they didn‘t, they walked away from us sorely
disappointed. There were those that rejected us outright because we didn‘t follow through
on what they thought we were supposed to be. Our rejection of the throne of David and the
material uplifting of the Judeans caused many to denounce us outright. Even our own
disciples went through periods and phases of doubt and wondering in spite of all they had
experienced and yet, towards the end, they depended upon a final manifestation of Divine
Power and Will to carry them through the dark days of the arrest, trial and crucifixion. Even
I desired to taste and feel, once again the measure of what I was before.
In the end, all that did little to calm their fears, but it did sustain them in their faith and for
that, they were more open to my morontial appearances. We do not want people to
depend on signs and miracles around them to sustain their faith and trust. We desire them
to discover and utilize the signs and miracles, the realizations that exist within them when
they strive to touch and hold the hand of the Divine as It reaches out to them. But you do
raise a point as to whether or not the benefits of that relationship, once achieved, are to be
made manifest. It does stand to reason that such benefits should be made plain for all to
see and you have seen the evidence of that many times in your life and in the lives of
others that you know to be true lightworkers.
But to ask that the floodgates of such evidence be forced wide open for the sake of
testimony to the fact seems too circular in reasoning. We have always given to each their
just due and have allowed all to learn at their own pace. To each according to their own,
has been the way of things since time immemorial and for good reason. We do not mind
helping you to solve your problems but such problems will not be solved for you. They will
be solved with you as you make the best efforts that you can, to do so for yourself and so,
where you fall short of reaching your desired shore, We can throw you a lifeline that will
allow you to pull yourself in and even that takes effort on your part.
Where blessing and miracles are needed, contracted and necessary, they are given for
reasons already established long ago. Have no doubt that the beings that are responsible
for your spiritual upbringing and well=being have known what will best bring you closer to
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the heart and bosom of the Father in the most powerful and endearing way imaginable.
Miracles and blessings, as far as they are defined and perceived by many of you, happen
everyday and it is for those that can see and hear, to see and hear. To increase that to the
point you suggest would not offer much more in the way of recognition from those that
refuse to recognize now. We will continue to do as We have always done in this
matter...however...and this is where we shall deviate from an established norm based upon
a precedent that was made during the bestowal mission, WE are not opposed to
increasing the numbers of signs that are manifest in order to offer alternative consideration
and thoughts to the purely material life and also to help increase and sustain the faith and
trust of those that are already faithful and trustful but find themselves beleaguered by the
forces of darkness and materialism in the present world system of things as they fall.
These signs will be of benefit to those that have need for such and will seem to be only a
matter of circumstances to those that insist on denying Divine Mercy it‘s just due. So there
will be no miracles to hold up for show and blessings will just be a matter of opinion, but
many that have done so much and strived so hard in service to The Light and Love of First
Source and of His Christ Michael Aton of Nebadon, may find that their circumstances are
changing for the better in ways both large and small.
WE feel that that should be more than enough to satisfy you or anyone else in this matter.
WE do not do this because you asked. WE do this because it is just and good to do so and
you will find that the circumstance existed before you asked and only the fact that you
experienced this circumstance for yourself is what caused you to ask for such a thing of
your own free will and accord. We appreciate the fact that so many of you are asking for
such things for the sake of others, as well as yourselves. Know that what you are
experiencing, you have earned. Consider it just another part of karmic balance as those
that have opposed the light so vehemently are also experiencing the circumstances of their
own making, as well as all in-between. It is as you have stated before so many times:
Everything is its own reward...and so it is.
K: Okay, I can see that. I grok. Soooooo more instant karma all around?
CM: Think of it as bringing all accounts up to date and keeping them there from now on.
Esu: Purely natural and very much within the Law of One and the Way of Things.
K: Much better than what I came up with, of course. Thanks for the heads up by the way.
We‘ll see how it goes.
CM: Remember what you learned about expectation. Don‘t worry about what you think you
need or what you want. Let the natural way and the omnipresence and omnipotence and
omniscience of Divine Mind and Will do what It does best and just stay open to how that
manifests for you.
K: Yeah, You showed me that big time. ALL GLORY TO THE ONE AND TO THE ONE,
ALL GLORY!
Esu: So! Treehouse, next Saturday, January 22nd all day, any time = since time doesn‘t
matter there= all of AHS is invited!
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K: Sigh...Okay, fine, no problem. I‘ll spruce the place up...anything special i should put in?
CM: A banquet table, round, on the parkway where the stadium was when FATHER came
to visit.
Spiritual food will be there for all with a seat for everyone that comes and you can all bring
your own thing to share, jokes, stories, poems, songs, music, speeches, more food, drink,
dances, flowers, stunts, juggling, whatever you want to bring from your mind, heart and
soul/spirit = bring it! WE will do Our best to help all of you to get there and experience it as
a reality of being.
K: Good enough! So! I guess that‘s it then?
CM: That will do. I leave my blessings with all of you and also the blessings of Source
Infinite and Eternal.
Esu: I leave you with and in love and light and joy in the heart and soul of The One.
K: I leave you with all of my faith, trust and gratitude and my will to serve You in the One
and The One in You.
All: So be it and so it is.
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Part 1 of analogies, the Galactic Western Analogy
By Papa,CM,Esu, Uncle Kibo
# 40 Jan 19, 2011

Ahoye!
I told you We were working on a story....
WARNING!!!!
This story is 8 pages long!!!!!!
WARNING!!!!!!!
Analogies, Part 1=
The Galactic Western Analogy:
Gather round, my people and i will tell you a story of everything being everything.
Not as long ago or far away as you might like to think, there was a place, a territory, if you
will, called Nebadon. Nebadon was a glorious place and it was established and ruled by
the great and wonderful Aton. Aton was one of the sons of the legendary and mysterious
ruler of all that can be imagined and everything that is, who we affectionately call ‗The Old
Man‘.
Now Aton was just like the Old Man in that he was kind and considerate, just and fair. He
made sure that everyone had enough to eat, a roof over their heads and clothes on their
back. He gave work to all that wanted it and loved everyone like they was family. We were
a happy folk back then. The harvest was rich and we were abundant in all good things.
Then, one day, Mad-Dog McGreedy showed up in the little town of Urindel and screwed
everything up for the happy townsfolk. Oh, he did all kinds of bad things. First he got the
men and the women to fighting over who was supposed to be doing what and then he did
the same thing with the workers in the fields and then in the stores and the factories and
the warehouses.
Well the sheriff got wind of it, so he and his deputies went to tell the townsfolk why they
shouldn‘t listen to Mad-Dog and how he was ruining our fair town. But Mad-Dog just
laughed and told the people that they was living all wrong and that a man had right to do
as he pleased and have whatever he wanted as long as he was willing to take it. It didn‘t
matter if it took away from others. They were just too weak and stupid to deserve it and
they deserved what they got if they couldn‘t get with the program.
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Well, a big fight ensued and folks got to arguing about all kinds of stupid stuff, like who was
better than who and there was a mess of shooting and punching and people getting thrown
around every which way and somehow the sheriff went and got himself captured ( I think
one of the deputies got confused and switched sides) and so they hung the sheriff, but not
before he said he‘d be back, because they ain‘t seen nothing yet, and that he‘d be bringing
the Marshals with him when he did come back.
Well, they just laughed at that and pulled the lever and that was that, except for the fact
that everyone saw the body fall through the trap door, but when it was over there was just
the rope and no body. People murmured that maybe the sheriff was telling the truth of the
matter when he said he‘d be back and with the Marshals to boot. That was when Mad-Dog
got really upset and got to howling and telling everyone that there was no way that would
happen and from now on it was his way or the highway. He grabbed Sophie, the mayor
and threw her in the jail, made himself the new mayor and the sheriff and told those that
objected to kiss his rear end and if they kept objecting then he‘d just shoot ‗em, or hang
‗em or whatever he pleased.
Well, things went like that for awhile and many people gave up hope that the sheriff would
do like he said as the days went by and turned into weeks and then months and years.
Lots of folks just shut their eyes to it and pretended that it was alright, just the way of things
and they forgot what life was like before Mad-Dog took over. They just went along with it
and some even took to it a bit as they kinda liked being able to lord it over other folks. So
now folks were hungry and their clothes were all torn and ragged and many a folk had to
sleep out in the heat and the cold and the wind and the rain and only the people that
kissed Mad-Dog‘s rear end got any work. Oh, those were terrible times, I tell you...
But there were those that never forgot what the sheriff said and that got ol‘ Mad-Dog real
upset, because he secretly worried that it might happen one day and he didn‘t want
anyone to know that he was awfully scared of that. So he hired him some people to tell
folks that the sheriff didn‘t say what they think he said and then tell them that the sheriff
said something completely different and folks just nodded and said ―Okay‖. Mostly out of
fear, I reckon.
But Sophie‘s daughter, Maggie, she just wouldn‘t shut up about it and she kept telling the
people that they could just take the town back from ol‘ McGreedy. He was trying‘ to act like
the Old Man but he wasn‘t the Old Man and one day the sheriff was going to come back
with Aton himself, the Old Man and a heap of Marshals and that they would set things
straight. She told the people that they needed to be ready for that day and stop listening to
Mad-Dog‘s lies. Heck, for the longest time she was trying to get folks to gather and rise up
against McGreedy and his boys, but all that changed one day.
One day, Maggie got up on her soapbox and told everybody who would listen, that the
sheriff was back with a heap of Marshals, just like he said he would. They was camped just
over the ridge and The Old Man Himself was coming and that when He got here everything
better be the way it was supposed to be or the Old Man would have something to say
about it, because He had special agents and all, that would tear Mad Dog and his boys
apart if they were still hanging‘ around.
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Well, McGreedy told his boys to try to talk some sense to Maggie, but Maggie said she
already had plenty of sense and that they should skedaddle before the sheriff decided to
show his face. They roughed her up a bit on a regular basis but that didn‘t make her
change her mind.
It did make a few people wonder about it all so they decided that maybe Maggie was right
and asked if they could help her out in any way. So she had them investigate what was
going on in town and find out the truth of things and let the people know what was really
going on because Mad Dog lied about everything and at every opportunity. He blew up the
bank and blamed it on Indians and had everybody wanting to go out and kill the Indians.
But some figured the whole thing was a little too convenient since the Indians had nothing
to gain by blowing up the bank. But folks that said so were told that they were Indian lovers
and harassed night and day, so people learned not to say anything about anything and just
kept their heads down.
But Maggie and her people kept shouting all over town what McGreedy was really doing.
Like the time he blew up the dam so he could buy the lowlands for almost nothing. He told
all the farmers that if they didn‘t buy their seeds and feed from him then they couldn‘t sell in
town. Then when the animals and people got sick, he blamed it on the farmers. He told
folks that they had to pay him to keep their money in the new bank because it was his
money and he said who got it and who didn‘t.
Things went on like that for awhile and people were stressed out beyond all sorts of
recognition and still Maggie was telling‘ folks that the sheriff was coming‘ any day now and
they should be ready and woe be to those that helped out McGreedy just to save their own
skins. Well, that didn‘t go over too well with a lot of the townsfolk since they mostly just
went along with things and tried not to complain. But some thought about it and started to
complain on their own about what they were seeing. They didn‘t want to be seen with
Maggie and they didn‘t put any faith in the sheriff coming‘ back anytime soon, if at all. But
they were getting sick and tired of McGreedy and his Mad Dog ways.
Then one day, strangers started showing up in town. They was asking a lot of questions
about what was what and what was going on and how people felt about stuff and what
folks thought ought to be done and why they didn‘t do anything about it if they were so
unhappy with it all. Mad Dog‘s boys seemed to be pretty wary about these new folks and
told people not to talk to them. They tried to intimidate some of them new folk but they just
laughed and kept saying: ―You‘ll see.‖
Then a few of them Marshals showed up and wanted to look at all of Mad Dog‘s papers
and business dealings and stuff and after a while there were charges of all kinds of awful
stuff and then there were trials which seemed to go on forever. Maggie was telling anyone
who would listen what was going on but McGreedy had told the townsfolk that the
newcomers weren‘t Marshals but revenuers in disguise and everybody hates revenuers so
that just made what they was doing even harder. But they kept pushing and making
charges and having trials and a few more people noticed but didn‘t quite know what to
think about it all...after all, they was revenuers and revenuers can‘t be trusted for nothing.
Then Maggie told everyone that the sheriff was coming with the governor himself, Aton,
and folks started hoping it was so. But Aton slipped into town during the night and showed
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up right in Mad Dog‘s bedroom. I hear that gave ol‘ McGreedy an awful fright! Aton told
Mad Dog that he had a week to get out of town with all of his boys or they were going to
have a showdown. Well, Mad Dog was no fool. He high tailed it out of town faster than you
can say lickety-split and told his boys they should do the same. But his boys felt that they
had nowhere to go and would rather fight it out. McGreedy told them good luck and left to
go work out a deal with Aton that would keep him out of jail and away from the hangman‘s
noose.
Now Mad Dog had a son who was worse than him in everyway because he was so stupid
like. He was real partial to lording it over folks and saw no reason why he should quit,
governor or no governor. He did his best to keep things going like he learned from his pa,
but he just didn‘t have the sense to do it as good, so he decided to tell his boys to keep the
folks in line by shooting anyone that got out of line. That worked for a few days but folks
were getting mighty upset.
Aton slipped into lil‘ Mad Dog‘s bedroom and scared him half to death, too. He told him that
he had three days to hightail it or there‘d be a showdown. Junior thought the best of it and
said that, rather than a big shootout where folks could get hurt, why not call the whole thing
down to a friendly game of cards, no holds barred with all cards face up? He said that Aton
could even use his own deck, as long as it wasn‘t marked. Aton said that it didn‘t matter
since there was only one deck of cards to be found anywhere and they had been divvied
out as tokens.
Seems that there was a token for every body in town, it was kind of like proof of life. All
those tokens had been put on cards and that was the Old Man‘s deck. The Old Man, long
ago, gave everybody their cards and told them that whoever they had enough faith and
trust in to work for, that person would own and hold their card. He was figuring on getting
every card back, one way or another, but was thinking it was best that people just gave
their card to him of their own free will. He was only interested in the faith and trust. He let
folks keep their power so they could do their jobs. Mad Dog wanted it all. Since folks could
only work for whoever held their cards, them cards was pretty valuable.
So the deal was set for Saturday night. Lil‘ Mad Dog would show up with all the cards he
had and Aton would come with all the cards he had. Junior felt that he had way more cards
than Aton and that would keep the town for him. The only thing that could beat him was if
Aton had both jokers. Those jokers were wild cards, trump cards, and one was as good as
half the cards of the opponent of him that had it. To have both jokers and just one card in
your hand would win any game.
But nobody had ever seen either one of those jokers since before anyone could remember
and they was considered lost, so McGreedy Junior felt he had no worries at all.
Aton knew that one of the jokers was somewhere in town and he knew who had it but he
couldn‘t just go up and ask for it and he couldn‘t just take it. All he could do was wait to see
how things turned out. That was the black and white joker, the little joker. The big joker, or
colored joker‘s location was a secret and he knew that secret. All he had to do was get the
one who held the lost joker to give it to him and the game was won.
In the meantime, Maggie started telling people about the big game and how everything
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depended on it and folks just couldn‘t wrap their heads around it. All the people that
believed Maggie kept trying to talk to people about the sheriff and the governor and the
Marshals and even the Old Man coming to town and some folks listened and some cussed
them out and some got scared and some didn‘t care and all the while, lil‘ Mad Dog was
having his boys go around town and just take any cards they found on anybody, whether
they liked it or not. Most folks just gave up their cards without a fight, but some fought back
and went looking around for Aton to give their cards to. Some found him and some went to
Sophie to ask where he was and either found him then or left their cards with her to give to
him.
Some gave their cards to Maggie, or tried to anyways, but she wouldn‘t hear of it. She said
that if they wanted to give their cards to Aton then they should call out so he could find
them. But juniors boys would try to beat on anyone who called out, so some were feeling a
might fearful about that, while some didn‘t mind fighting about it at all. So Maggie told them
to come to the game beforehand and give their cards to Aton when he showed up, just to
be sure and some decided to do just that and they waited. But there was still no sign of the
lil‘ joker.
About a day or two before the game, junior‘s boys were beating up on the town drunk.
Seems he liked Maggie and had no problem telling people that she was right about things
and then some. People called him crazy because they took his house away and he
decided to live in a tree...when he was sober enough to climb up. But he would be up in
that tree screaming out ―ATON! ATON!‖, late at night and keeping folks up so they couldn‘t
get to sleep. People laughed at him or just avoided him outright. He said he didn‘t want to
work for none of them anyway, especially ‗Dead Dog‘ as he liked to call lil‘ McGreedy. So
junior had his boys beat him up whenever they had nothing better to do.
One night, while he was screaming for Aton, Aton climbed up the tree to sit with him and
they talked and the drunk said he wanted to meet the Old Man, so Aton took him to meet
the Old Man, over the ridge, and they talked and the drunk gave the Old Man his card and
told him ―Thank you, but maybe this would be better off in your hands.‖ And it turned out to
be the little joker. They both smiled to each other. The Old Man and Aton asked the drunk
if he wanted anything and the drunk said they should run them varmints out of town....and
he wanted his house back.
So Aton told him that as soon as he won the game, it would be so.
―Well when is that gonna be?‖ Asked the drunk...‖Some games seem to go on forever...‖
Aton told him by the stroke of midnight it would be over.
―All of it?‖ Asked the drunk.
―All of it.‖, was the reply
The Old Man asked the drunk what he used to do before he was a drunk and the drunk
said that he couldn‘t remember. The Old Man asked him if he wanted to work for him.
―Doing what?‖ Asked the drunk. ―Whatever I tell you.‖ Said the Old Man. The drunk looked
the Old Man square in the eye for a minute and smiled. ―Yeah, you‘re a good one. I can do
that, or I‘ll give it my best shot.‖
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The Old Man smiled and gave the card to Aton and told the drunk ―You still do what I tell
you, but you do what he tells you, too.‖ The drunk replied ―He looks about as good as you,
I reckon. It‘s all the same to me.‖
The night of the game, lots of folks showed up but most of the townsfolk were fast asleep
in their beds. Aton arrived at sundown, along with the sheriff, but lil‘ Mad Dog stalled and
stalled until he couldn‘t stall anymore. His own men were starting to feel that he was
scared to go and he was, but he wasn‘t going to let them know that. He told his boys to
arm themselves to the teeth and when he won the game, they should kill everyone.
Someone asked what they were supposed to do if he lost.
Junior turned a cold eye to him and shot him dead. ―I ain‘t gonna lose.‖ He said as he
headed out the door. ―But if I do....kill ‗em all anyway.‖
Lil‘ McGreedy showed up at a quarter to midnight. The drunk had bet the preacher that the
whole thing would be over by midnight, so he was mighty upset. ―Hurry up and get on with
it!‖ He yelled. ―I want my house back and i bet the preacher here that you were going down
in flames, so hurry up and burn you no good varmint!‖
McGreedy smiled at the drunk and snarled. ―You ain‘t ever gonna see that house ever
again, lover boy, one way or another.‖
Before the drunk could throw a cuss back, Aton smiled and said: ―Are we gonna play or
would you two like to dance?‖
McGreedy shot him the evil eye and snarled. ―Let‘s get on with it then! I‘m gonna send you
and them damn revenuers packing!‖
―Them ain‘t revenuers, Junior.‖ Aton said, smiling. ‗They‘re my accountants and they can
account for everything you‘ve done since before you were born. Every mean kick in your
mama‘s belly is on record. So is everything you‘ve done to these good folks here and I
means to set things straight once and for all. Now sit your fat ass down and lay out your
hand so we can get this over with. Time‘s a wastin‘.‖
Well, lil‘ Mad Dog did just that. He laid out so many cards there was hardly room for them
all! He smiled and reared back in his chair, laughing: ―No way can you beat that! I got more
cards than anybody and I know it!‖
Aton just smirked and laid his cards on the table. They were way less than what Junior
had. Junior smiled and laughed even harder. ―Well I guess you and your boys will be
heading out now, I reckon. Thanks for visiting and don‘t let the saloon door hit you in the
ass on the way out.‖
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Aton reached into his chest pocket and threw one more card on the table. It was the little
joker. A gasp went out from everyone in the room. It was the first time any of them had
ever seen a joker. Even McGreedy stared at it with his mouth open in shock and awe. But
he collected himself and decided to light a cigar. ―Well,‖ He said, blowing smoke in Aton‘s
face. ―You and I both know that ain‘t enough to beat me.‖ He said, blowing smoke in Aton‘s
face. ―I just got too many cards for you and since you don‘t have the big joker, I guess this
game is aaaaallllll mine.‖
―Then maybe this will help.‖ Said a voice from the back of the room. It was the Old Man,
who had snuck in quietly through the back door. The Old Man pulled out a card from his
chest pocket and flung it clear across the room to land on the table next to the lil‘ joker, but
it landed face down, just as the clock started to chime the midnight hour.
There was a silence in the room from all attending, so thick you couldn‘t shoot a bullet
through it. All that could be heard was the tolling of the bells of the clock, counting down to
the twelfth and final ring.
―DAGNABIT!!!‖ Screamed the drunk.
―You hush now, Ben.‖ Said the Old Man quietly. ―You‘re still getting your house back.‖
―But I lost a bet with this dang uppity preacher!‖
―Oh, I don‘t think the good reverend‘s gonna hold you to it. In a moment he‘s gonna have
enough problems of his own to consider.‖
The preacher gulped.
Mad Dog stared at the card as beads of sweat started to creep out of his skin and slide
down his face to land upon the table.
―N-Now, Old Man‖, He stammered, ―You ain‘t got no cause to get mixed up in all this. This
is all between me and him. Plus I‘ve got me some unfinished business with that magic act
sheriff of yours. Besides, that card didn‘t even come from here. I got everybody‘s card that
he ain‘t got. There‘s nobody left. I knew that damn drunk gave you his card, but i didn‘t
think it was a trump card like that. We kept beating‘ him up but could never find where he
hid it. Should‘ve just killed him when I had the chance, but who gives a hang about a crazy
ol‘ drunk living in a tree?
There‘s no way this card is the other joker. You‘re just bluffing and I don‘t take kindly to
bluffs. Besides, unless that card came from somebody in town, that‘s cheating and I don‘t
take kindly to cheaters in my town. Maybe you all should just pack up and leave now, while
you still can.‖
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The Old Man just laughed and walked up to the table.
―You‘re playing my boy. You go up against my son, you go up against me. Any decent and
good father would tell you that...OOOH, that‘s right, your daddy done gone and hightailed it
out of town leaving you high and dry. Tsk, tsk, that‘s a shame. I can assure you that that is
my boys‘ card and it did come from here. Now...you can take my word for that or you can
just ask everyone here who‘s card that is. I‘m sure they‘re still around here somewhere....‖
―WHOSE CARD IS THIS!?‖ Screamed Junior. ―What no good, ungrateful, good for nothing,
soon to be dead piece of crap, gave that card to Him!?‖
―That‘s my card, you no good, good for nothing snake!‖
It was Annie.
Annie ran the saloon. She was beautiful and sweet and McGreedy always wanted to have
her. She never liked him, though. Nope, not one bit.
―A-Annie..." Stammered McGreedy. "I always loved you, you know that. I gave you
everything. Hasn‘t this place been good to you? Haven‘t I been good to you? How could
you betray me like this?‖
―Betray you?‘ Annie laughed. This used to be a great place, a wonderful place, a
respectable place. You turned my girls into whores and my hotel into a whorehouse. You
turned my parlor into a bar, filled with bad liquor. You turned my library into a gambling
house and YOU BEAT UP MY HUSBAND SO BADLY THAT HE PLUM FORGOT WHO
HE WAS AND TURNED HIM INTO THE TOWN DRUNK! YOU TOOK OUR HOUSE AND I
WANT IT AND HIM BACK!!!‖
―Annie, how could you love a man like that over me? He was just a stinkin‘ piano player!
He made his living making up stories for folks to listen to. What kind of life was that for
someone like you? I would‘ve given you everything!‖
―You had nothing I wanted! You want to know why I love him so much? Go ahead, turn that
card over! You‘ll see!‖
Mad Dog just stared at the card, mumbling to himself...‖No, it couldn‘t be. It can‘t be. Not
her. Why didn‘t I see it? I didn‘t know. Nobody told me.........How could I have been so
blind?‖
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The Old Man put a hand on Aton‘s shoulder. ―Go ahead son, show him what the truth of
the matter is.‖
Aton reached out and flipped over the card. Sure enough, it was the big Joker, the trump of
colors.
Junior let out a long mournful scream and reached for his gun. His boys did the same. The
next thing they knew, they were surrounded by so many clicking guns aimed right at their
heads that they couldn‘t count them all. It was the sheriff, the Marshals, the accountants
and most of the townsfolk that were in the saloon. You didn‘t really notice most of them
before that, unless you knew they were there. Even now, folks talk about how they just
kind of magically appeared.
Aton smiled at McGreedy. ―Well, you know what comes now, I reckon.‖
―I reckon.‖ Snarled Junior
―Ah well‖ Said the Old Man.
Mad Dog just stared a moment in disbelief. He slowly raised himself up out of his chair and
just stood there with a sort of blank look on his face.
―Might as well say it.‖ Said Aton, smiling. ―You know the rules.‖
McGreedy gritted his teeth as the words he knew he had to say started to form in his
throat, reluctantly moving towards recognition through his still tight lips...‖So be it.‖ The
words finally came out and it was all over.
The sheriff went to put the cuffs on Junior, but at the last moment, Mad Dog stayed true to
his low down, conniving self and went for his gun instead.
That‘s when all hell broke loose. Aton, Mad Dog and the sheriff went at it left and right and
toe to toe and head to head, spilling out of the saloon and into the streets. Aton would slam
Junior‘s face with his fist, knocking him back into the waiting fist of the sheriff, who
slammed him right back. Junior‘s boys had their hands full with the Marshals and
accountants. The townspeople on the winning side knew full well who the townsfolk on the
losing side were and they went at it with full force. Maggie and her people went and let
Sophie out of jail and locked up whoever was thrown their way during the battle.
Annie threw a rifle to Ben as well as a great big hug and a kiss. That seemed to lift the fog
right off of him and he remembered everything. He ran up to the roof to take shots at
anybody that tried to sneak up behind Aton or the sheriff or Maggie or Sophie or Annie,
who was out there with her girls getting some big payback. The Old Man just went behind
the bar and poured himself a drink of the good stuff while he watched and waited for the
inevitable outcome. Yes, it was quite a night!
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By the time the sun started to rise, it was over.
McGreedy was pretty banged up, bruised, bloody, broken and handcuffed around a tree.
He kept screaming that he was right and it was his right to be in charge and they better kill
him because he was gonna be back and give everybody what for....They never could get
him to see reason...so they hung him from that very tree. It was a shame that he left us no
choice in the matter. In fact he downright insisted upon it.....
Most of his boys lived through the long night. They ended up in jail or tied up out back. The
hard-sleeping townsfolk woke up to find that everything had changed overnight and they
had a hard time believing what they was told had happened. The ones that helped Mad
Dog the most willingly, knowing what they were doing to folks, got put in jail with the rest.
Some folks left town. Some folks got run out of town. Some folks stayed to help rebuild and
build the town up... some folks got hung and some went to jail for a spell or two,
depending. But Maggie and her folks were feeling pretty good about the whole thing and
had a big shindig to celebrate the fact that the evil thug varmints were finally gone for
good!
In the end, Urindel became a model town, a paradise of sorts. The saloon went back to
being a hotel and restaurant. They added a stage for plays and concerts and stuff. Ben
and Annie got their house back and lived happily ever after. Sophie and the sheriff got
hitched. Folks were glad to see the sheriff again and have Sophie back as mayor.
Maggie and her folks went to work for the mayor to help plan the town expansion. Once
again, life was good and there was enough for all.
Everyone had work and food and shelter and good times was abundant. Aton turned the
sheriff‘s office into a Marshal‘s office so the sheriff now had both jobs but they was really
the same job but folks felt more secure about everything being that way. We gave the bank
to Aton and his accountants and now it‘s a bank and a branch office for the governor.
The Old Man has a special room at the hotel that‘s just for him to stay in whenever he‘s in
town. He has all of his cards back in one deck again. Guess he‘ll divvy them out again one
day but we‘re all free now and the power of our tokens has been given back to us that live
here so we‘re not attached to cards no more, so we don‘t have to play if we don‘t want to.
Them that want to play can ask for new cards and go out into the great wide world to seek
their fortune. There are still other places where there are other Mad Dogs to contend with,
but those days are over for Urindel, in fact, we‘re thinking of changing the name of the
place........how does Gaia sound?
Good Night Good People
All Good Blessings Be Upon You!
May the Dawn
Find You Awake and Ready
To Seize The New Day!
PAPA/CM/ESU/Uncle Kibo
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What is Perfection
By Emmanuel and CM/Aton thru Kibo
# 41 Jan 28, 2011

What is Perfection? Introducing Emmanuel, the Union of Days, CM's elder brother.
(Candace: I placed some teaching about Emmanuel at the end from the UB)
CM: WE have come here today to sit with you and talk and ask that you write it all down,
as far as possible. The excursion to the treehouse was a party for some and an experience
for many. Some of you found yourselves in meetings and planning sessions and some
were taken aside and offerred choices to decide upon then and there and some to
consider for later. There are those that remember not a thing and it is for good reason that
such a thing is so and is mostly for your protection as such knowledge and experiences
should not be revealed as of yet and WE ask all of you to consider that you are all
preparing for a future time where such knowledge will be more useful and thus, revealed
as evidence at that time.

There are those of you that would not be able to wait until the proper time to reveal all to all
without considering the full consequences of your actions in this sense. But your places
are assured and each of you has been measured and gifts have been given which will
open themselves at the proper time for each of you that you may know for a surety that
there is a place for you and you are standing in it as you serve the ONE WILL.
WE have with Us today, Emmanuel of Nebadon, Divine Counsel of Havona in Nebadon
who would like to have His say here and now.
E: Thank you, dearest Aton. I have watched with great interest, as have We all, the events
and experiences that have been and are ongoing towards the fulfillment of this Grand Plan
of Yours for Your universe. I have come personally, not just to see, but to place the
Blessing of all Havona as a kiss and a seal upon this, most glorious endeavor. I will be
here for awhile, helping to keep all records straight and true down to the tiniest of details
for all involved and concerned. As this is a period of adjudication, the accuracy of all
recorded experiences are greatly enhanced to reflect the importance of these times that it
all may stand as a witness and testimony to the ONE WILL OF THE ONE SOURCE TO
SERVE HIS CREATION AS WELL AS TO HAVE IT SERVE HIM.
So it is at this time that I ask you to ponder a question:
What is perfection?
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What is it to be perfect? What is a perfect life? What is it that you consider to be perfect?
The human cannot fathom perfection. Nothing that is imperfect can truly grasp what it is to
be perfect for a perfect thing is a forever thing. A perfect moment would exist always and
forever. For something to be perfect, it cannot decay or lessen. It is, always and forever,
what it is, which is perfect.
Yet, The Perfect One extends itself to teach you all what it is, what it means to be perfect.
To be perfect is to be perfect in all things to the point of perfection that makes it all one,
perfect thing. The Perfect One created all things to be perfect. It made life to be perfect
that It may love it in it‘s perfection and life, in its perfection may love It in Its perfection. Life
is the perfect bride for the perfect groom.
Life is perfect and you are part of that perfection even as you are imperfect becoming
perfect. It is your goal. It is your destiny for The Perfect One has made it so in Its Perfect
Will.
What is it to be perfect?
Is it to have no needs?
What can the Perfect One ever want? What can perfection desire?
The Perfect One has one desire. To share Its perfection. The Perfect One Lives! The
Perfect One desires to share Its perfection and live in light with Its perfect love = LIFE!
All of life is a living thing that is perfect. You are all experiencing the making, the becoming
of that perfection. What is actually an instant, is an eternal moment and is also the
time/space becoming/evolution/experience of that instant and eternal moment and that
moment is perfection.
The human mind cannot grasp this in it‘s fullest measure and so it uses analogy and
metaphor and signs and symbols to grasp at the straws of understanding that are available
to it in its present form.
So We are asking you today to consider what you think/feel/be=live is the perfect life.
What is your ideal of a perfect life, for you? Consider yourself as God on Earth. Each of
you is an aspect of The One. You are gods in the making. You are living the life of God on
Earth. Yet you feel that your lives are....?
Some think they have perfect lives? Some are content with what they have and some are
never happy. Each of you has their own set of individual circumstances that applies to
every aspect of your being; spiritually, soulfully, mentally, emotionally and physically. Each
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of you has a unique idea of what the perfect life would be for you if you could only have it.
But is what you consider to be perfect, really, actually and truly perfect?
What does perfect mean to you? Is it lots of money and no debts? Where do you live and
in what?
Who is with you, is anyone? How perfect are they in your little scenario?
Please to develop as many details as you can about every and any little thing. Leave no
aspect of your perfect life untouched, even as to textures and colors and sounds. Consider
the environment, the plants, the weather, clothing, pets, family and friends and
neighbors....Do you have a job? A perfect job or is no job at all perfect for you? Please
develop the details and dynamics of every little thing you can possible imagine in your
perfect life.
Now...consider God, THE PERFECT ONE. What do you think His perfect life is?
Please consider as much as you can of this....
Now:
Are you in God‘s perfect life?
Is He in yours?
I leave you with this for now...
I AM ONE

The Blessings of Havona are upon the seal of this event as it hurdles towards completion.
K: That‘s all for now. There will be more, but this comes first.......love and light to you all
In The One I AM
I AM I.

Candace: Ok, on seeing this piece, I remember who this is, and it's NOT Sananda
Immanuel Esu Kumara, which has caused misunderstanding in some readers of this
material and the UB. I have copied my posts from the forum below to make my life a bit
easier.
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C: If my memory serves, this Immanuel (UB spelling I think) sat in Michael's chair, while he
was absent Salvington, being here at that time, (2000 years ago) and maybe pitching in
again, for all I know. I will edit this post after I do my research.
YEP correct, you can read it on pages 1324-1330. To long to post here. paper 120. While I
have it in my lap I should post also to the UB thread on GLP. ( www.urantia.org)
Here's a short paragraph however on page 1324.
Having determined the time of his final bestowal and having selected the planet whereon
this extraordinary event would take place, Michael held the usual prebestowal conference
with Gabriel and then presented himself before his elder brother and Paradise counselor,
Immanuel. All powers of universe administration which had not previously been conferred
upon Gabriel, Michael now assigned to the custody of Immanuel. And just before Michael’s
departure for the Urantia incarnation, Immanuel, in accepting the custody of the universe
during the time of the Urantia bestowal, proceeded to impart the bestowal counsel which
would serve as the incarnation guide for Michael when he would presently grow up on
Urantia as a mortal of the realm.
C: I think Emmanuel (Immanuel in the UB, is a Union of Days, still researching.
OK Yes, and the basic description is in paper 18 page 212-13
6. The Unions of Days

(212.3) 18:6.1 The Trinity personalities of the order of ―Days‖ do not function in an
administrative capacity below the level of the superuniverse governments. In the evolving
local universes they act only as counselors and advisers. The Unions of Days are a group
of liaison personalities accredited by the Paradise Trinity to the dual rulers of the local
universes. Each organized and inhabited local universe has assigned to it one of these
Paradise counselors, who acts as the representative of the Trinity, and in some respects,
of the Universal Father, to the local creation.
(212.4) 18:6.2 There are seven hundred thousand of these beings in existence, though they
have not all been commissioned. The reserve corps of the Unions of Days functions on
Paradise as the Supreme Council of Universe Adjustments. (700,000 because there are
700,000 universes projected for the current grand creation, not including those creations
forming in "outer space." -Candace)
(212.5) 18:6.3 In a special manner these Trinity observers co-ordinate the administrative
activities of all branches of the universal government, from those of the local universes up
through the sector governments to those of the superuniverse, hence their name — Unions
of Days. They make a threefold report to their superiors: They report pertinent data of a
physical and semi-intellectual nature to the Recents of Days of their minor sector; they
report intellectual and quasi-spiritual happenings to the Perfections of Days of their major
sector; they report spiritual and semiparadisiacal matters to the Ancients of Days at the
capital of their superuniverse.
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(212.6) 18:6.4 Since they are Trinity-origin beings, all of the Paradise circuits are available to
them for intercommunication, and thus are they always in touch with each other and with
all other required personalities up to the supreme councils of Paradise.
(212.7) 18:6.5 A Union of Days is not organically connected with the government of the local
universe of his assignment. Aside from his duties as an observer, he acts only at the
request of the local authorities. He is an ex officio member of all primary councils and all
important conclaves of the local creation, but he does not participate in the technical
consideration of administrative problems.
(213.1) 18:6.6 When a local universe is settled in light and life, its glorified beings associate
freely with the Union of Days, who then functions in an enlarged capacity in such a realm
of evolutionary perfection. But he is still primarily a Trinity ambassador and Paradise
counselor.
(213.2) 18:6.7 A local universe is directly ruled by a divine Son of dual Deity origin, but
he has constantly by his side a Paradise brother, a Trinity-origin personality. In the
event of the temporary absence of a Creator Son from the headquarters of his local
universe, the acting rulers are largely guided in their major decisions by the counsel
of their Union of Days.
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Introducing One Without Name and Number
By One Without Name and Number, thru Kibo
# 42 Feb 13, 2011

02122011
[i was expecting a session with Emmanuel and they gave me this instead...I Am very glad
to have finally met one of these personalities....wow.....so...thanks! = kibo]

And so it has come to this. WE are closing this chapter of the story of Urantia. Life is, after
all, a never-ending story of stories. This is not the end. This is simply the end of one
chapter and the beginning of the next. This is the time to consider the story of your own life
and how you would like to close this particular chapter. You are co=creators of your lives
and so have the right to work with your higher selves in their being of the character that is
what you are. This is the time for you to speak up and say what it is that you need and
want to happen in the story that is your life. So often We hear you say that you would like a
word with your script writers in the great drama of life. Well, now is the time. This is your
best chance of creating your happy ending to this chapter and the great beginning to the
next.
Within the framework of what must be, by Holy Will, there is room for you to progress, to
resolve the issues that have been holding you back from the perfection you seek to
manifest. It is left up to you to decide the direction that you will take in the continuation of
your respective, individual journeys. Your desires and concerns will speak for themselves
as you strive to define your place in the great event that is upon you. So many of you are
still so concerned with the material, physical state of being by which you define yourself.
Too often your spiritual concerns are outweighed, if not wholly hidden away and ignored,
by your desire to hold wealth and power, fear and respect for your status in the failing
system of things on this world.
So be it.
It is up to you to prove where you stand as to your status with and towards all things. But
know that the world is indeed, changing. There is a wave of consciousness that comes like
a tsunami, that will take those that have succeeded in letting go of the dregs, the weeds,
the trash that is firmly attached to the bottom of the great ocean of life, those that have let
go and have allowed the currents to sweep them away in the great flow of life. Those that
have learned to swim and navigate through these currents so that they are not so
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arbitrarily dashed upon the rocks as they ascend to a surface of legends, a light that is but
a dim memory of your true origin and point of return; Those that have seen the great
journey through to arrive at the surface, poking their heads up above the waves to see a
new world and a new land that they never knew existed, are those that shall ride that wave
to the place that was promised so very long ago.
For those that have lingered near and upon this surface, through winds and waves and
storms and sunny skies, waiting for the great wave to come that will carry them along a
high tide of redemption and salvation and deposit them upon the solid ground of this new
land, the time has come in which you may stand as human beings and learn to walk as the
gods walk and learn to navigate this new ocean of light and love and holy breath.
For those that still cling to the muck at the bottom of the ocean, where the pressure is well
nigh unbearable and the darkness is thick...how much more can we do to convince you
that there is a better way, a better place? Behold, the wave has come and will pass you by
because you fear where it will take you. Because you fear what is unfamiliar, so unfamiliar
that you will not even strive to imagine it or think about it at all and so you cling to all you
know with renewed fervor and do not even look up to see if the light is real. WE assure you
that it is.
There is a wave of consciousness coming that will destroy the perceived shore of you lives
and carry you away to a new shore, a land of light and abundance. A life where you may
stand straight and tall and dwell in the unity of love and light, each one seeing all in
themselves and themselves in all.
We tell you that that moment is now, but what is now? Take every moment of time, every
square root of every nanosecond of the whole of being, past, present and future and
realize, know that each and every one of those moments is the only now that is.
Like your movie films, the cell that appears in the light that you witness is the now that you
perceive, and yet, does not the whole of the movie, the length of the film, stay the same?
Yet the movie is one event, an experience that you perceive as movement and motion, as
a whole, and still, at any given moment all you are truly seeing is but one frame of a fluid
‗now‘ of frames that produce the experience of a whole expression of being. You are part
and parcel of that expression and that experience and that being and although the
outcome is already known and assured, the way there is still open to the intents, the
energies, the meanings and interpretations that you are willing to give to it.
So now is the time to define the character of the characters of the roles that you play and
embody. This is the time to make the supreme statement about who and what you are, to
yourself, to others, to The One I AM and to The All that is.
You have been told that you are now on your own in regards to the consequences of your
actions and how they will affect your cosmic fate. WE ask that you seriously consider the
state of your beliefs and what you think you know and what you feel you know. Consider, if
you will, known cosmic unknowns and unknown cosmic unknowns, for soon, you will know
more of them and you must be prepared for the revelation and the affects thereof.
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It is all up to you, now. WE have done our part and the affects of that are upon you and this
thing will take it‘s divinely intended course no matter what you think or feel or want or do.
The power lays fully in your own hands to decide the direction of the continuation of your
own life journey in the greater reality of being of ALL THAT IS...whether you are aware of
it, or not.
At one time, you chose to come here and experience this chapter of being. Now, it is time
for you to choose how that chapter will close. Know that it will close and it has been done.
There is only left the experiencing of it in expression. That expression is up to you.
I AM One Without Name And Number
In service to First Source
Through service to Christ Michael of Nebadon
I AM honored to be a witness to this event
And a participant in the giving of this message
Thank you
And may the Supreme Blessings of First Source and His Michael Sons
Be with you in the decisions that you make
And the actions that you take
That will define the direction
Of your freewill, ascending journey
Towards the perfection that has been mandated for all
By the Living Father Creator of All as One

Candace: Ok, you can once again look at Paper #22 in the Urantia Book, The Trinitized
Sons of God. This is the specific teaching from there on Those WithOut Name and
Number:

The Trinitized Sons of Attainment — the Mighty Messengers, Those High in Authority, and
Those without Name and Number — are all Adjuster-fused ascendant mortals who have
attained Paradise and the Corps of the Finality. But they are not finaliters; when they have
been Trinity embraced, their names are removed from the finaliter roll call. The new sons
of this order pass through specific courses of training, for comparatively short periods, on
the circuit headquarters planets of the Havona circuits under the direction of the Eternals of
Days. Thereafter they are assigned to the services of the Ancients of Days in the seven
superuniverses.

4. Those Without Name and Number

(246.6) 22:4.1 Those without Name and Number constitute the third and last group of the
Trinitized Sons of Attainment; they are the ascendant souls who have developed the ability
to worship beyond the skill of all the sons and daughters of the evolutionary races from the
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worlds of time and space. They have acquired a spiritual concept of the eternal purpose of
the Universal Father which comparatively transcends the comprehension of the
evolutionary creatures of name or number; therefore are they denominated Those without
Name and Number. More strictly translated, their name would be ―Those above Name and
Number.‖
(247.1) 22:4.2 This order of sons is embraced by the Paradise Trinity in groups of seven
thousand. There are of record on Uversa over one hundred million of these sons
commissioned in Orvonton.
(247.2) 22:4.3 Since Those without Name and Number are the superior spiritual minds of the
survival races, they are especially qualified to sit in judgment and to render opinions when
a spiritual viewpoint is desirable, and when experience in the ascendant career is essential
to an adequate comprehension of the questions involved in the problem to be adjudicated.
They are the supreme jurors of Orvonton. A maladministered jury system may be more or
less of a travesty of justice on some worlds, but on Uversa and its extension tribunals we
employ the highest type of evolved spiritual mentality as juror-judges. Adjudication is the
highest function of any government, and those who are intrusted with verdict rendering
should be chosen from the highest and most noble types of the most experienced and
understanding individuals.
(247.3) 22:4.4 The selection of candidates for the trinitization classes of Mighty Messengers,
Those High in Authority, and Those without Name and Number is inherent and automatic.
The selective techniques of Paradise are not in any sense arbitrary. Personal experience
and spiritual values determine the personnel of the Trinitized Sons of Attainment. Such
beings are equal in authority and uniform in administrative status, but they all possess
individuality and diverse characters; they are not standardized beings. All are
characteristically different, depending on the differentials of their ascendant careers.
(247.4) 22:4.5 In addition to these experiential qualifications, the Trinitized Sons of
Attainment have been trinitized in the divine embrace of the Paradise Deities.
Consequently they function as the co-ordinate associates of the Stationary Sons of the
Trinity, for the Trinity embrace does seem to precipitate out of the stream of future time
many of the unrealized potentials of creature beings. But this is true concerning only that
which pertains to the present universe age.
(247.5) 22:4.6 This group of sons is chiefly, but not wholly, concerned with the services of the
ascendant career of the time-space mortals. If the viewpoint of a mortal creature is ever in
doubt, the question is settled by appeal to an ascendant commission consisting of a Mighty
Messenger, One High in Authority, and One without Name and Number.
(247.6) 22:4.7 You mortals who read this message may yourselves ascend to Paradise,
attain the Trinity embrace, and in remote future ages be attached to the service of the
Ancients of Days in one of the seven superuniverses, and sometime be assigned to
enlarge the revelation of truth to some evolving inhabited planet, even as I am now
functioning on Urantia. (Candace: "Mother" Shekhmet is the author of this whole paper
and two others in the UB. thus this last comment, "even as I am now functioning on
Urantia." )
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NADI, a visiting Michael Son introduces himself
By Nadi thru Kibo
# 43 Mar 6, 2011

Candace: We have visiting Michael Sons who are not yet head of their own universes,
visiting us at this time, to observe what is going on here. this is a very important planet in
the scheme of things.
The training period for Creator Sons is long. All 700,000 plus some more, have been
created, but some do not yet work. They are still students. Some of the younger of the
universes here in Orvonton, do not yet have headquarters, like our Salvington, they are not
quiet enough yet to begin the building. A few more were created for the new universes
forming in the first level of outer space also.
One of those is Andromeda, in which some folks are now colonizing, but it is still to
unsettled there to construct the first architectural spheres. Nadi is awaiting his universe,
just as CM awaited his in the distant past. And there are the ascending sons in training
also for their future roles in universe management, including as Creator Sons.
Please do pay attention to this message, about the trembling and be not surprised about it,
should it arrive before Stasis. Some of you have heard it called The Wave.
03052011 1600 hrs. cst.
From NADI, a visiting Michael Son:
When the power and the glory, the sovereignty and dominion, the control and overcontrol
of THE ONE, with, through and in His Sovereign and Master Son, Aton of Nebadon, is
made manifest upon the entire face of Urantia; When that time, that moment is, there will
all things upon and within her face a huge test:
All things will tremble.
I have discussed it with this one over many days and finally he is ready to accept my words
in writing and while I, even I, understand why he insists on doing things this way, it is at
times...exasperating in that the message could have simply been accepted and delivered.
But I was told that he would be this way, wanting always to understand a thing before he
delivers it. So I AM taking this small moment to chide him and admonish him and remind
him that which he alreadys knows. That acceptance is greater than understanding.
There comes a test for all of you, very soon, though I AM also told that you are all sick of
hearing that phrase in any form, still, it must be said. Everything will tremble. Every speck
of dirt, every plant, stone, animal, fish, insect and person. Every atom of everything will
tremble when the force and the energy of what comes, arrives. The question that must be
answered stands as a testimony to your acceptance of the reality of your situation and
being and the circumstances thereof.
Those that already know these things and know what is coming and from whence it comes;
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those that accept the reality of The One in love and adoration and gratitude, will tremble in
love and submit to the source of that love.
Those that think they know what these things are and just happen to be wrong, by however
many degrees, will have a decision to make. Can they accept a truth greater than any they
have ever known with love for the source of that truth and gratitude for the revelation of it;
or will they tremble in fear of their, now revealed distance from it?
Those that know, or think they know, but have always been resistant to it for whatever
reasons and feel that they know better and in their ignorance and/or selfishness, have
acted against it. Can they accept the reality they find themselves in out of love for a better,
higher way that has been revealed or will they tremble in fear of the consequences of their
actions that now stare them in the face?
Those that don‘t know and don‘t care at all will face the same set of circumstances. Can
they bring themselves to love the source of this reality and the revelation of it, or will they
fall to fear of the outcomes for them and create a war within themselves against it?
Those that know, always knew and did everything they could to be against it, to stall it, to
delay it, to circumvent and prevent it, now that the time has come can they submit or shall
they perish? Can they submit out of love, seeing the error of their ways and sincerely
desiring a better, higher way of continued life, or shall they submit out of fear, hoping for a
chance to live on in any way possible and permissible?
It does not matter who or what you are, or think you are, or think you know, or want. Your
reaction at the moment of trembling will tell all and reveal all about you to The One and His
Christ Michael Aton, as well as to the myriad spiritual and higher personalities, physical
and nonphysical, that are here at present to attend to these things.
All that matters is whether you will tremble out of love or tremble out of fear. There is no
choice in the matter, really. You are what you are and that will be revealed for all to see.
There will be no deals, no buts or ifs or maybes or stills...........at that moment you will be
more your self than you have ever been and some of you might even be surprised at what
you reveal to yourselves.
So please, get ready, be prepared to be completely honest with yourself. It really is all for
the best. You will all receive the very best and most loving treatment possible. You will all
receive the future assignments that are best for you on your journeys in order to reach the
state of perfection that has been mandated for you by The Father of All, The Paradise
Father.
There is actually and absolutely no need for anyone to be uncreated unless they absolutely
and resolutely insist upon it and even then, all measure of time and opportunity to make a
better choice shall be made available until it is determined that you have left no hope for
yourself. No one wants to see that happen.
But some of us are concerned that so many of you are so firm in your beliefs that any
consideration of anything else being greater and true will place you in a state of shock and
disbelief that you could possibly have been so wrong about any of it and you will either
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cover yourselves with more of the same or reduce yourselves to hiding under the covers
hoping that it will all go away. It won‘t. Resistance is not futile by any means. WE are not
about that. However, WE unequivocally state that it is counterproductive to the best
circumstances of your personal advancement and so I AM here to deliver this message to
you in hopes that such scenarios can be avoided as much as possible.
WE understand that many of you have been led to believe that any contact with any
galactic race would be detrimental to you and yet you have already been subject to the
effects of such negative races and their intentions and actions for many ages. Now, when
the lighted races desire to make their presence known, you are being taught and
programmed to consider it an evil invasion.
To this WE can only reiterate that the spiritual reality that is indeed, being thrust upon you
should be more than evidence enough of our intentions. WE come to you without fear, not
so much for ourselves, but without fear for what would be done to you by your dark lords
had WE disregarded their threats and manipulative programming upon you and against
What We Are. Through Our efforts, the efforts of The Spiritual Hierarchy, The Earth Allies,
The Agarthans, The Universal and Superuniversal Governing bodies and the Paradise
Mandates concerning the Ascension of Gaia, all that has been dealt with and WE may
arrive without fear of such harm being perpetrated upon you. WE only request that you do
not act to harm each other.
WE SERVE THE WILL OF THE ONE AND NO OTHER!
That will show itself in the reality of the great trembling which all life on Urantia will
experience.
It is a simple test; Love or fear, acceptance or denial. Understanding will come to you no
matter what. The position you find yourself in when that understanding comes, is up to you.
Thank you.
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Chef Papa
By CM and Kibo
# 44 Mar 9, 2011

CHEF PAPA
CHEF PAPA

CM:
You‘ve been through a lot recently and to tell you the truth of the matter, you‘ve had it
pretty easy. I don‘t think you truly understand the full import of your position and place in all
of this. If you did, the things that you are concerning yourself with at present would be of no
import. If I tell you there is no time for any of this, would you take My word for it? You have
FINALLY stood in your own Light and have done everything but declare yourself and take
your true place. WE have given you a crown which you have accepted, albeit reluctantly,
and it is now time to take up your true mantle and stand ready for what is coming. As you
can see, the fight still rages for the hearts and minds of the citizens of your country as well
as the world. Your media is still pumping up the story that, no matter how benign WE may
appear to be, WE are just as capable of a hidden agenda as you, yourselves are. Once
again, you place the ills of Man upon the shoulders of God.
What are WE to say to this? Have WE withheld information and plans from you? Yes WE
have. Have WE done this with malicious intent? WE say emphatically, NO! But you will all
believe what you will believe regardless of anything WE say and it should be no other way.
You have that right and WE fully expect you to exercise it. Your discernment is your own
business and you must be true to your beliefs and experience if you are going to make up
your own minds as to where you are going to stand in relation to everything that has been,
everything that is and everything that will be between the opening and the closing of this
grand event that concerns every living being and thing on and in Urantia.
WE have told you everything that We could possibly let you know in order to give you the
fullest amount of information possible without bringing you to undue harm by those that
would rather see you dead than free. We have given you writing after writing, channel after
channel, and prophet after prophet. So many have died for their work and their troubles.
So many have taken the choice to switch sides in order to live. So many have sold
themselves out in order to live what they deem to be a good life. So many are giving to you
simply what they are ordered to give, knowingly or unknowingly, it is all the same.
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You and all of you at Abundanthope have felt the pressure from others to prove yourselves
and all you support and say. Always the same feeling of ‗what if?‘. So many laughing and
snickering and holding up their own beliefs as truth though I say there is no more proof in
theirs as in anyone‘s.
Tell ME, what is proof? Proof is the evidence found in the circumstance of reality and that
can and will only come when the circumstance finds itself in closure. Proof exists as an
end. For hundreds of years you on this planet have fought and killed each other over many
things that you believe but have no proof of. Things which cosmically normal and truly
enlightened, intelligent, free-will, ascending and ensouled individuals see as proof of The
Divine Hand, things as small and large as the natural cycle and circle of life, as well as the
sight of your very own face in a mirror, the face of a body and system that clothes The
Divine Itself. So very few of you see this and so you squabble and attack any and all that is
different from you, all the meanwhile, the cores of your very spirits cry out for proof to end
the madness you have created for yourselves.
When proof comes, the proof you long for, the proof you fear, the proof you yearn for in
your souls...when that proof comes it will, indeed, be the end of your little lives and the
beginning of bigger, larger and grander lives than you have ever imagined. It means the
end of your fractured, broken lives and the beginning of living whole and unified in and
within THE ONE LIFE.
You like to say that the proof is in the eating of the pudding. I know that many of you think
it is in the pudding, but how can you tell unless you eat of it? There is the end result that
you seek and will tell you all you need and want to know, or don‘t want to know.
Well, take your seats, chelas. The party is over. You have had your appetizers, your soups
and salads. Your main course is about finished as We speak. Did you like it? You cooked
it. You picked it off of the menu of life. WE are simply servants that have served you what
you have made for yourselves.
But what is the best part of a meal? Surely it is the dessert. Something sweet and delightful
to stimulate the mind and heart, as well as the tongue! Our chef has insisted upon creating
this dish Himself. WE know there is much buzz about what it could possibly be. Trust ME,
it is a pudding of such exquisite taste and quality, that it will forever change you in every
good way possible. You will not grow reptilian tails, dear ones, but your souls will grow
Angelic wings and fly to higher places!
But the proof, while you are fighting about whether or not I speak the truth about this
pudding and just who should take the first bite, and who should name it, and who should
claim it, and what you think is in it and what it really does and how it does it and what
spoon to use and should you eat with your left hand or right hand and where your napkin
should be...ENOUGH!
Eat.
Eat and know. If you cannot eat, then leave the table, it is as simple as that. Leave the
table and remain unsatisfied. It is the only way I can put it for this analogy. If you do not
trust the pudding, if you do not have faith in the chef, then leave to the adjoining room
where you will find things more familiar to you. Soon you will hunger again and find
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yourself back at the very same table, having eaten the very same meal [perhaps a bit
better for some of you and without all the conjecture and arguing...] and you will again be
faced with the very same pudding. It is, after all, the House Special.
For those that have eaten and find themselves fulfilled...Walk with ME. Let Me take you
through a leisurely stroll through My garden while I introduce you to your new home.
Will that do?
K: Works for me. Any help or hints with the timeframe?
CM: The dish is on the table already, so many of you just don‘t see it, yet. Too many of you
are finishing up the last of your main course. Each of you has their own individual plate.
When you are finished with that, you will see it. As to whether or not you will reach for it
and partake, the choice, as always, has been yours since this meal started. The only
choice you never had was to what the dessert would be. There are some people that did
not like their original plates and asked for another and some are just slow and picky eaters
and some are still digesting the meal they finished some time ago. There are a few that
have left the table, some are deciding if they want it and some have already partaken and
are sitting back in their chairs quite content with everything while they wait for the doors to
the garden to open. This is a group walk, after all. I suppose that there could be a case
made for hurrying people along to finish their plates but it is a moot point. WE are at the
point where We are simply announcing that the house requests everyone at this time to
finish up and partake or just to leave the plate and have their just dessert {i can tell HE’s
laughing over that one. I have to chuckle a little myself =(-k-)} or they can just adjourn to
the adjoining room. The Wave is, in the simplest of terms for the sake of this analogy, that
announcement. Suffice it to say that the chef is standing at the head of the table and is
about to speak. Right now, HE is looking at the table to see who and what is where
so....{and here HE is smiling again} Soon.
K: You‘re really enjoying this, aren‘t You?
CM: There is nothing like the successful completion of a mission project, with all the ups
and downs and delays, that brings a great sense of satisfaction in a job well done
regardless of any and all obstacles to the contrary. Everyone involved on OUR end,
INCLUDING YOU FAITHFUL ONES ON THE GROUND has fought the good fight,
toughed it out and have seen it through. You notice I have more time to talk now, do you
not?
K: Yeah, YOU were quite busy for awhile there. Even getting a short word in edgewise was
like trying to walk real fast down the hall, trying to keep up while YOU were taking care of
this, or ordering that and YOU were almost always in a meeting or council or planning or
something...and I could hardly find Esu at all.
CM: He‘s taking care of some last minute details. WE are about to have a system wide
announcement/pep talk up here. Every ship in the fleet is making final preparations and
strapping in for The Wave. Morale is extremely, exceedingly high. It‘s all hands on deck
and ‗let‘s do it just like We planned and rehearsed!‘ Don‘t let your linear perception of time
fool you. This is it and it is happening now! I know you watch days turn into weeks and ask
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ME ‗What happened? What‘s happening?‘ Just empty your proverbial plate or push it aside
and make room for what‘s right in front of you. That‘s the best you‘re going to get out of Me
without giving you an exact time and date which I can‘t give you simply because doing so
would cause more problems than it would solve. Forgive Me for saying that, but it‘s true
and you‘ll just have to take My word for that and, if you think you can manage it, Trust ME.
Okay?
K; Considering the tingle on my head with that statement, In PAPA and CM Aton, I trust
and I‘m sure I can include the AHS team and say WE TRUST!
CM: So be it and so it is.
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Trains, Planes and Cars........with apologies........
By Kibo
# 45 May 14, 2011

Trains, Planes and Cars........with apologies........
[With all the talk lately of trains and such, this came to me. With a wink and a nod to
Candace, Rosie, Johan, Jess, Eve, Hazel, dogpoet, and all the rest of you Spiritual
Warriors out there who are onboard {and too numerous to mention, for which i apologize}
and on track...and those on other tracks...and those who are off-track....i humbly offer this
overly long and winding (for which i also apologize) or is that longwinded {?} personal
vision.....Love and Light to you all = kibo]

Trains, Planes and Cars......
Actually, this is more about trains......i am on a train of thought.....
I AM seeing...
What I am looking at is a number of trains on a number of tracks on a number of planes, all
heading to a central destination of inevitable and unavoidable impact. The resulting energy
that will be released from such an epic crash will change forever reality as we know it or
think of it.
When you think of train tracks, you always think of them on the ground and being
horizontal to the ground...not in this case. There are lines coming in, in geometrically
angled planes from all over this universe and beyond. This is a train wreck that will be
studied for millions of years as to just how such a thing had to be brought to fruition in the
first place and why the various engineers and passengers failed or refused to stop before
the central cosmic event that looms before us all, coming closer and closer and appearing
faster and faster, reached its definite and legendary point.
For many this is a foregone conclusion and for some, it is a thing already happened. We,
who are in the experiencing of it, must still finish up this wild ride and those of us that have
looked out of the windows to see what lies ahead, have already figured out that maybe
now would be a good time to fasten the seatbelts, if there are any, relax for impact and
synchronize our breathing to the beat of a tune that is all but played out as it reaches the
crescendo of it‘s final chords...
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On track one: You have God/PAPA Himself running the Ascension Special at a
comfortable pace like Hank Reardon on newly laid tracks created from His own miracle
metal. He‘s got a doohickey that will surprise everybody when the time comes, so He‘s in
no hurry. All the calculations have been made, checked and double-checked and everyone
will arrive at the same time as long as they keep doing what they‘re doing at the speed and
from the distance of where they are now. The passenger list varies among the people that
know how to board. This train doesn‘t stop for anything and getting onboard takes a
special talent, a certain... je ne sais quoi...how do you say?....a twilight zone state of
mind....a state of being.....to have it is to find your place, your seat, your
compartment.....hold onto your ticket with your very life. To lose it is to get off just like you
got on.
There are no groups on this train, only individuals. So some people are newly arrived and
some have been riding this train forever. There are also those in between. Some people
pop in and out, or off and on, like they either don‘t really know where they are or they don‘t
believe where they are. Some people just can‘t make up their minds whether they want to
be there or not. Like Neo waiting at the station, they are faced with a God that doesn‘t look
like they imagined, or acts like they imagined and that makes them afeared that they‘re on
the wrong train. Maybe they are. Not because it‘s the wrong train, but because it‘s the
wrong train for them. Hey, to each his own.....
The conductor‘s a pleasant, no nonsense kind of guy that just smiles at you and punches
your ticket every time you find your way back on after getting kicked off by your own lack of
attention...drawing paper and crayons would help me a lot but what can you do? You can't
take it with you...no luggage, no carry ons.......no sleeping....there are other rules, but you
should get it by now. If you don‘t, you‘re just about to find out how wrong you are for this
train...good luck with that...
On track two: and from the opposite direction, there is a luxury train of the rich, powerful
and clueless, all being served and waited on hand and foot by pale, zombie, porters that
smile and think that having your hand spit upon is actually a tip. The engineer is singing
and living out the words to ‗Casey Jones‘ and either he hasn‘t noticed or doesn‘t care that
the brakes on this thing broke coming around the mountain on to the straightaway to
kingdom come, so he hasn‘t called it into the back to let them know. The guys in the back
are still making plans like everything‘s fine and they still expect to make it across the
junction with no problem and arrive at the paradise boomtown that they paid for with the
sweat and blood and souls of more zombies that are still working away, not realizing that
their new kingdom is smack dab in the middle of what is about to become Hallelujah
Central. No one has bothered to look out the window to see what‘s really going on
because...well...fresh air would kill everything.....
The conductor is busy getting his jollies off of the passengers and zombies alike. The
whole train is barreling down the line at breakneck speed that‘s overloading the boilers and
either she‘ll blow when she gets there, or maybe before...but one way or the other, she‘s
gonna blow.
On track three: On the perpendicular track to the left and close enough to see everything,
there is a long row of cars filled to overflowing with the most willing, darkest, most satanic,
selfish, evil little Lucifer worshipers this side of Paradise. They don‘t all know each other.
Heck, some of them think they‘re the only ones on the train. They don‘t care that the train
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is going to hell in a handbasket because that‘s what it said on the tickets when they paid
for them. Call it Hellbound. This is a one way trip and they‘re taking it with all the gusto that
they can! This train is so heavy that it can barely move, but it too, will arrive at precisely the
same moment as its opposing counterpart. This train has no engineer, just a failing
autopilot. The conductor is a spy who intends to jump ship at the last moment to board
another train...he‘s the only one smart enough not to want to be on this train where and
when it is guaranteed to end up.
On track four: Is the opposing counterpart to the number three train. It is also on autopilot
with no engineer. The conductor on that train is also a spy that is about to jump to another
train. It‘s not that he doesn‘t want to be on the train. It‘s just that he doesn‘t want to be with
the people on the train. Like their cousins on the other train, many are totally unaware of
the other passengers...or other cars or compartments for that matter. Those that are aware
usually end up fighting with each other over who has the right to be on the train in the first
place. Trust me, while there‘s singing and dancing of sorts on both trains, there‘s way more
violence on this one...guess we‘ll call it The Salvation Special. It‘s also overflowing with
passengers of every religious and new age assortment, but their feet are hardly on the
ground which makes the whole train so lightweight it can barely gain any traction. It‘s
moving just as slowly as the other...but they know they are close....to whatever they think it
is. They can feel it and they‘ll make it happen if they have to....
Track five: Coming from straight above is a cosmic train of galactic proportions screaming
down from the stars themselves. Call it The Phoenix. These are people on a mission
straight from the Word of the Engineer of train one [hey, never say that He doesn‘t have all
his bases covered]. The engineer of this train has to wear sunglasses just to cover the
glare of the light as the train hits the atmosphere. Every car is filled with focused, dedicated
workers that are there to get the job done and make sure that all the other trains are up to
their intended speed. It‘s a huge job, but somebody‘s got to do it.
Track six: Coming up from directly below are the co-workers of train five, The Blazing Star.
Moving more like an energy pulse up a huge tube, this train, if you can call it that, is there
to make sure that the big bang goes directly to where it‘s intended to go...nothing escapes
their notice. Even if they arrive early, they can afford to wait. All they have to do is be
there...nobody‘s late on this shift.
Of course, there are tangent vectors and quadrants of known unknowns coming at 45
degree angles in every direction, for instance, there‘s one called The Comet and another
called The Energizer. There‘s one called The Cosmic Wave, but some say that‘s on track
one....I‘m not so sure. I prefer to call that one The Ascension Special...but that‘s
me...there‘s definitely something special about it that defies all descriptions and
definitions...soooooo.......but like i said...that‘s me....
Then there are, i‘m sure = at least several unknown unknowns and as soon as i know
about any of them, i‘ll let you know....maybe you can let me know...
All of this is headed towards a spot that is smaller than the period at the end of this
sentence, yet the resulting energy/force will create a whole new world out of it....a real big
bang......
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I‘m doing everything I can to be on train one, track one. It ain‘t easy. You have to stay
focused and accept that you are where you are and it is what it is and there are no
questions asked simply because it doesn‘t do any good to ask them. The conductor always
says ‗Soon‘ and sticking your head out of the window to look and see is distracting.
Distraction makes you lose focus and *poof!* there you are trying to get back on...Trust
me, I know this from experience and all i want to do now is get on, stay on and keep my
mouth shut....maybe trade knowledge with the other passengers...it helps to talk
knowledge...research and development...how you got your ticket...how you got thrown
off...how you got back on...and trade advice on how to stay on. We all know where we‘re
going and what‘s going to happen when we get there. We know we‘ll get there when we
get there and when we get there we‘ll be there and being there is everything so what‘s to
talk about? Just keep your mind on where you‘re at and why and be the
journey....beeeeeee the journey...learn from it...there‘s nothing better to do and you get
tired of being thrown off and trying to get back on....stay on the train...stay on track...track
one...stay on track one.....sigh....just be on the train...don‘t ask ‗Are we there yet?‘...read
the signs...think about the journey....tell yourself: I‘m here, that‘s all that matters.......i‘m
here, where i need and want to be...
Thank God!
And i hear the engineer blow the whistle...‘You‘re Welcome! No problem!.....Thanks for
riding!'
I wonder if i can get a job on this thing! Bet that would help keep me
on!.......hmmmm......Boss?

Candace: And here is the ballad of Casey Jones as published on my forum. Enjoy.

BALLAD OF CASEY JONES
(Written: Wallace Saunders / Adapted: Eddie Newton and T. Lawrence Seibert) - 1909

(Note: This version of the song was performed by the Grateful Dead in
concert, but should not be confused with their song by the same name)

Come all you rounders if you want to hear
The story of a brave engineer
Casey Jones was the rounder's name....
ome all you rounders if you want to hear
The story of a brave engineer
Casey Jones was the rounder's name
On the "six-eight" wheeler, boys, he won his fame
The caller called Casey at half past four
He kissed his wife at the station door
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He mounted to the cabin with the orders in his hand
And he took his farewell trip to that promis'd land
Chorus:
Casey Jones--mounted to his cabin
Casey Jones--with his orders in his hand
Casey Jones--mounted to his cabin
And he took his... land (last line of each verse)
He looked at his water and his water was low
He looked at his watch and his watch was slow
He turned to his frieman and this is what he said
"Boy, we're going to reach Frisco, but we'll all be dead"
He turned to the fireman, said "Shovel on your coal
Stick your head out the window, see the drivers roll
I'm gonna drive her til she leaves the rail
For I'm eight hours late by that Western Mail"
Chorus: Casey Jones--I'm gonna drive her
Casey Jones--til she leaves the rail
Casey Jones--I'm gonna drive her
For I'm eight...
When he pulled up that Reno hill
He whistled for the crossing with an awful shrill
The switchman knew by the engine's moan
That the man at the throttle was Casey Jones
When he was within six miles of the place
There No. 4 stared him straight in the face
He turned to his fireman, sai "Jim, you'd better jump
For there're two locomotives that are going to bump.
Chorus: Casey Jones--two locomotives
Casey Jones--going to bump
etc.
Casey said just before he died
"There're two more roads I would like to ride"
The fireman said "Which ones can they be?"
"O the Northern Pacific and the Santa Fe"
Mrs. Jones sat at her bed a sighing
Just to hear the news that her Casey was dying
"Hush up children, and quite your cryin'
For you've got another poppa on the Salt Lake Line
..........

*****
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BALLAD OF CASEY JONES
(Alternate Traditional version)

Come all you rounders for I want you to hear
The story told of a brave engineer;
Casey Jones was the rounder's name
On a heavy six-eight wheeler he rode to fame.
Caller called Jones about half-past four,
Jones kissed his wife at the station door,
Climbed into the cab with the orders in his hand,
Says "This is my trip to the promised land."
Through South Memphis yards on the fly,
He heard the fireman say, "You've got a white-eye,"
All the switchmen knew by the engine's moans,
That the man at the throttle was Casey Jones
It had been raining for more than a week,
The railoraod track was like the bed of a creek.
They rated him down to a thrity mile gait,
Threw the south-bound mail about eight hours late.
Fireman says, "Casey, you're runnin' too fast,
You run the block signal the last station you passed."
Jones says, "Yes, I think we can make it though,
For she steam much better than ever I know."
Jones says, "Fireman, don't you fret,
Keep knockin' at the firedoor, don't give up yet;
I'm goin' to run her till she leaves the rail
Or make it on time with the south-bound mail."
Around the curve and a-down the dump
Two locomotives were about to bump.
Fireman hollered, "Jones, it's just ahead,
We might jump and make it but we'll all be dead."
'Twas around this curve he saw a passenger train;
Something happened in Casey's brain;
Fireman jumped off, but Casey stayed on,
He's a good engineer but he's dead and gone-Poor Casey was always all right,
He stuck to his post both day and night;
They loved to hear the whistle of old Number Three
As he came into Memphis on the old K.C.
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Headaches and heartaches and all kinds of pain
Are not apart from a railroad train;
Tales that are earnest, noble and gran'
Belong to the life of a railroad man.
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I is GOD
By Kibo
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I is GOD a poem by (-i-)
I is GOD
Old drunk man
Sittin‘ on a corner
Screamin‘ to the heavens
At the top of his lungs
Singin‘
I is God
And there ain‘t no other
Yea
God is Father
Brother
Sister and
Mother
Yea
I is God
And it‘s plain to see that
i am in I
And
I is in me
Well people walking by
Had to make a decision
For to look at him
With pity or derision
Or to laugh at him
Or spit at his feet
But he didn‘t care
And to all he would meet
He‘d say
I is God
And there ain‘t no other
Yea
God is Father
Brother
Sister and
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Mother
Yea
I is God
And it‘s plain to see that
i am in I
And
I is in me
Well
i looked at him
And stopped
To take a seat
And i listened to the words
That he used to greet
All the people walking by
Laughing on the street
And as he sat on the pavement
I started to see
what he meant......
I asked
Who are you
And he replied
I am i
But i ain‘t the I
That created the sky
But i am of the I
That is everything
By and by......
i am one with the buildings
i am one with the trees
i am one
With these people
That are laughing at me
i am one with The One
As I is in me
And
i am in I
And there‘s nothing to do
But do as be is...........
Now i be tellin‘ these people
The real true name of God
But they don‘t seem to get it
Like their hearts are too hard
To let their brains in
And remember the part
That they play in this story
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I is living out
So the best i can do
Is to scream and shout
Hallelujah
I is God
And there ain‘t no other
Yea
God is Father
Brother
Sister and
Mother
Yea
I is God
And it‘s plain to see that
i am in I
And
I is in me
Well i thanked him
And hugged him
And went on my way
While his words stayed with me
Up to this very day
Sometimes i just feel like
Dancin‘ down the street
And singin‘ this song
To everyone that i meet
If they just took a moment
Then they might agree
To join me in dancin‘
And singin‘ with me
Hey
I is God
And there ain‘t no other
Yea
God is Father
Brother
Sister and
Mother
Yea
I is God
And it‘s plain to see that
i am in I
And
I is in me
=kibo(-i-)DABI
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Are YOU Ready?
By PAPA Source thru Kibo
# 47 Jun 10, 2011

06082011
PAPA: Are you ready?
K: whether i am ready or not is of no concern. All that matters is that this thing is done and
preferably, done now. We will be fine as long as YOU are here to uphold us. I expect to
pay the full measure of my experience in being and i am glad to do so as long as this thing
is done.
PAPA: Such faith! You have said this before and I AM glad that you still feel the same way,
if not moreso. Prepare! It is upon you!
K: I am grateful to be a witness to these times that i may give further testimony to Your
Glory. Thank You, Creator Father, for everything!
PAPA: Again I say: Prepare, it is upon you! Fear nothing! You are in Light and Love! Give
your all, your supreme effort and prepare! It is upon you! I AM with you in all things and
leave this conversation with peace upon you.
K: Yes, PAPA. I AM.
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